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Printed in two volumes.Volume 1: Representations made in relation to the Hastings Planning Strategy parts 1, 2 and 3Volume 2: Representations made in relation to the Hastings Planning Strategy parts 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8THIS IS VOLUME 1 OF 2





Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3871 - 987 - 1.1 - ii, iii 

3871 Object 
Part One - Chapter 1: Introduction 1.1 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: 1.1 Effective planning is also about recognising reality and accepting that old plans sometimes have no place in current 
or foreseeable circumstances. It's about innovating, understanding the bigger picture. Proactive is good and so is 
reactive. 

Summary: 1.1 Effective planning is also about recognising reality and accepting that old plans sometimes have no place in current 
or foreseeable circumstances. It's about innovating, understanding the bigger picture. Proactive is good and so is 
reactive. 

Change to Plan More sound. 

Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3873 - 987 - 1.2 - iii 

3873 Object 
Part One - Chapter 1: Introduction 1.2 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A


Full Text: 1.2 There are no date plans in the document. Strategies which may be suitable for 2024 may not be suitable for 2015.


Summary: 1.2 There are no date plans in the document. Strategies which may be suitable for 2024 may not be suitable for 2015.


Change to Plan More sound.


Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests iii


Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3874 - 987 - 1.5 - iii 

3874 Object 
Part One - Chapter 1: Introduction 1.5 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A


Full Text: 1.5 The Schedule for Delivery need be viewed alongside this document. Better still, lets' have a schedule in this report.


Summary: 1.5 The Schedule for Delivery need be viewed alongside this document. Better still, lets' have a schedule in this report.


Change to Plan More sound.


Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests iii


Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4099 - 169 - 1.13 - i, iv 

4099 Object 
Part One - Chapter 1: Introduction	 1.13 

Respondent: Mr A Ingleton [169] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: See attached. 

Summary:	 Is the Hastings Planning Strategy in accordance with the Communities and local Government National Planning Policy 
Framework? 

Change to Plan	 To comply with the NPPF. 

Appear at exam?	 Yes Soundness Tests i, iv 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 







Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3875 - 987 - 1.15 - iii 

3875 Object 
Part One - Chapter 1: Introduction 1.15 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A


Full Text: 1.15 The 'Issues and Options' stage led to an overview based on false assumptions.


Summary: 1.15 The 'Issues and Options' stage led to an overview based on false assumptions.


Change to Plan More sound.


Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests iii


Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3876 - 987 - 1.18 - iii 

3876 Object 
Part One - Chapter 1: Introduction	 1.18 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 1.18 This Planning Strategy need be rejected by the Government when submitted for approval in 2012. 
Hastings has a poor record in spending wisely. 

Summary:	 1.18 This Planning Strategy need be rejected by the Government when submitted for approval in 2012. 
Hastings has a poor record in spending wisely. 

Change to Plan	 More sound. 

Appear at exam?	 No Soundness Tests iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4120 - 891 - 1.18 - i, ii, iii, iv 

4120 Object 
Part One - Chapter 1: Introduction	 1.18 

Respondent: Ms Sheila Bull [891] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: See attached. 

Summary:	 Document poorly written. 

Change to Plan	 The document must be re-written so that ordinary people can understand what is proposed and how it will be 
implemented. 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests i, ii, iii, iv 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 





Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3877 - 987 - 1.19 - iii 

3877 Object 
Part One - Chapter 1: Introduction	 1.19 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 1.19 The document may represent a lot of work but has achieved little. In an economy burdened by too much debt, the 
plan shows lack of competence, few practical policies. 

Summary:	 1.19 The document may represent a lot of work but has achieved little. In an economy burdened by too much debt, the 
plan shows lack of competence, few practical policies. 

Change to Plan	 More sound. 

Appear at exam?	 No Soundness Tests iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3878 - 987 - 1.20 - None 

3878 Support 
Part One - Chapter 1: Introduction 1.20 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: 1.20 The people at Aquila House are very nice people. 

Summary: 1.20 The people at Aquila House are very nice people. 

Change to Plan N/A 

Appear at exam? Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3879 - 987 - 1.25 - iii 

3879 Object 
Part One - Chapter 1: Introduction 1.25 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A


Full Text: 1.25 The Independent Inspector will notice attempts to apply 20th century solutions to 21st century challenges.


Summary: 1.25 The Independent Inspector will notice attempts to apply 20th century solutions to 21st century challenges.


Change to Plan More sound.


Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests iii


Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 





Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3844 - 309 - 2.1 - i, ii 

3844 Object 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings 2.1 

Respondent: Lee Wilson [309] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: The chapter heading "About Hastings" and subsequent text omits mention of St Leonards (although 2.2 pays lip service 
to "the towns" plural). This omission will reinforce the views of many residents that St Leonards - historically separate 
from Hastings, with its own town centre, distinctive character, sense of identity (and postal designation) - is habitually 
disregarded. 

Summary: The chapter heading "About Hastings" and subsequent text omits mention of St Leonards (although 2.2 pays lip service 
to "the towns" plural). This omission will reinforce the views of many residents that St Leonards - historically separate 
from Hastings, with its own town centre, distinctive character, sense of identity (and postal designation) - is habitually 
disregarded. 

Change to Plan Change the heading to "About Hastings and St Leonards" and the subsequent text to couple "Hastings" and "St 
Leonards" where appropriate, as in 2.1: "Hastings and St Leonards is a community of....". 

Appear at exam? Yes Soundness Tests i, ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3880 - 987 - 2.3 - iii 

3880 Object 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings 2.3 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: 2.3 The authors of the report seem surprised by 'current signs that traditional seaside tourism is in fact experiencing 
something of a revival in Hastings'. This supports the absence of worthwhile promotion of the region to holidaymakers. 
Poor road and rail links will continue to mean that Hastings is isolated from traditional 'commercial opportunities and 
markets of London for rapid recovery'. Britain's economic woes and the growth of the 'staycation' has not been 
exploited. 

Summary: 2.3 The authors of the report seem surprised by 'current signs that traditional seaside tourism is in fact experiencing 
something of a revival in Hastings'. This supports the absence of worthwhile promotion of the region to holidaymakers. 
Poor road and rail links will continue to mean that Hastings is isolated from traditional 'commercial opportunities and 
markets of London for rapid recovery'. Britain's economic woes and the growth of the 'staycation' has not been 
exploited. 

Change to Plan More sound. 

Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3886 - 292 - 2.3 - None 

3886 Support 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings	 2.3 

Respondent: Bourne Leisure Ltd. [292] Agent:	 Nathaniel Lichfield and Partners (Ms Frances 
Young) [291] 

Full Text:	 Paragraphs 2.3 and 2.39 
Bourne Leisure supports the acknowledgement at paragraph 2.3 of the Hastings Planning Strategy that tourism will 
continue to be an important part of the Hastings economy, and likewise endorses paragraph 2.39's comment that "the 
tourism strategy is now based around attracting more staying visitors back to the town and encouraging the retention 
and development of good quality tourism accommodation combined with an active programme of arts and cultural 
events and festivals". 

Bourne Leisure considers that both statements are sound (effective) and reflect the Borough's Tourism Strategy. 

Summary:	 Paragraphs 2.3 and 2.39 
Bourne Leisure supports the acknowledgement at paragraph 2.3 of the Hastings Planning Strategy that tourism will 
continue to be an important part of the Hastings economy, and likewise endorses paragraph 2.39's comment that "the 
tourism strategy is now based around attracting more staying visitors back to the town and encouraging the retention 
and development of good quality tourism accommodation combined with an active programme of arts and cultural 
events and festivals". 

Bourne Leisure considers that both statements are sound (effective) and reflect the Borough's Tourism Strategy. 

Change to Plan	 N/A 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3883 - 987 - 2.7 - ii, iii 

3883 Object 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings 2.7 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: 2.7 Hastings borough council does reject the idea that environmental action is a barrier to growth. Cllr Godfrey Daniel, 
chairman of HBC planning, voted in favour of proposed development at Archery Ground. Planners entertained the 
madcap scheme. Refused permission because it was 'not in sympathy with appearance of the area, didn't maintain or 
enhance the buildings or street scene, didn't display high quality distinctive architecture, wouldn't make a positive 
contribution to the quality of historic buildings, is of poor design, doesn't enhance heritage assets.' 
Another example is imminent destruction of Combe Haven Valley, for a five mile stretch of road. 

Summary: 2.7 Hastings borough council does reject the idea that environmental action is a barrier to growth. Cllr Godfrey Daniel, 
chairman of HBC planning, voted in favour of proposed development at Archery Ground. Planners entertained the 
madcap scheme. Refused permission because it was 'not in sympathy with appearance of the area, didn't maintain or 
enhance the buildings or street scene, didn't display high quality distinctive architecture, wouldn't make a positive 
contribution to the quality of historic buildings, is of poor design, doesn't enhance heritage assets.' 
Another example is imminent destruction of Combe Haven Valley, for a five mile stretch of road. 

Change to Plan More sound. 

Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4127 - 683 - 2.7 - ii 

4127 Object 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings	 2.7 

Respondent: Mr Don Wise [683] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: See attached. 

Summary:	 The comments here more or less contradict themselves. 

Change to Plan	 The Tests for Soundness and making the Planning Strategy is not my responsibility. The Inspectors team have a 
mammoth task checking the legitimacy and soundness of any of the proposals in their present form. 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 





Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3884 - 987 - 2.8 - iii 

3884 Object 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings	 2.8 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 2.8 These ambitions are abstract and meaningless, having been lifted from similar reports for Clacton, Bridlington or 
Plymouth. 

Summary:	 2.8 These ambitions are abstract and meaningless, having been lifted from similar reports for Clacton, Bridlington or 
Plymouth. 

Change to Plan	 More sound 

Appear at exam?	 No Soundness Tests iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3885 - 987 - 2.10 - iii 

3885 Object 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings 2.10 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A


Full Text: 2.10 There will be negative or no growth in Hastings, as planners continue shutting their eyes to reality.


Summary: 2.10 There will be negative or no growth in Hastings, as planners continue shutting their eyes to reality.


Change to Plan More sound.


Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests iii


Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4098 - 169 - 2.14 - i, iii, iv 

4098 Object 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings	 2.14 

Respondent: Mr A Ingleton [169]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 See attached. 

Summary:	 This paragraph doesn't mention poor life expectancy and the highest mortality rates for causes considered reasonable 
to healthcare. Commentary for Hastings Borough based on JSNA sourced Jan'12, see also East Sussex Joint 
Strategic Needs Assessment Mar'12 version 1.1. Life expectancy for men decreased. The vision of Hastings should 
be to have life expectancy in Hastings at the national level. No provision of additional Doctors & premises to tackle 
problems. 

Change to Plan 

Appear at exam?	 Yes Soundness Tests i, iii, iv 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 







Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3887 - 987 - 2.17 - ii, iii 

3887 Object 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings 2.17 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: 2.17 Construction of almost 200,000sq ft office space is costly test of the regeneration plan initiated in 2004. 
Councillors say 800 jobs created Priory Square. Agents failed to sell the space for the past five years. Saga Insurance 
reckons 300 jobs at Priory Square. Starting construction of another 25,000 sq ft offices makes matters worse. Seen as 
creating a new commercial, leisure, education district with 338,000 sq ft offices and 58,000 sq ft retail, a multi-screen 
cinema, car park, public squares.' These grandiose schemes operated when there was a river of cash flooding the 
economy. It's not like that now. 

Summary: 2.17 Construction of almost 200,000sq ft office space is costly test of the regeneration plan initiated in 2004. 
Councillors say 800 jobs created Priory Square. Agents failed to sell the space for the past five years. Saga Insurance 
reckons 300 jobs at Priory Square. Starting construction of another 25,000 sq ft offices makes matters worse. Seen as 
creating a new commercial, leisure, education district with 338,000 sq ft offices and 58,000 sq ft retail, a multi-screen 
cinema, car park, public squares.' These grandiose schemes operated when there was a river of cash flooding the 
economy. It's not like that now. 

Change to Plan More sound. 

Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3888 - 987 - 2.18 - ii, iii 

3888 Object 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings 2.18 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: 2.18 SEEDA and Sea Space have scarred Hastings, big time. Leaving a herd of white elephants behind them. 
£4.6m from Government was spent on Enviro21 Innovation Park. It's devoid of tenants. The recession is blamed for the 
failure. Units are the 'wrong size'. A conference and banqueting centre stands idle. Does it matter? Who on earth 
thought the location suitable for a conference and banqueting centre? The development has been renamed Queensway 
Employment Corridor. Britain's economy across the period 1997-2007, during Gordon Brown's chancellorship, was 
unsustainable, debt fuelled and ultimately irresponsible. And Hastings borough council perpetuates the stupidity. 

Summary: 2.18 SEEDA and Sea Space have scarred Hastings, big time. Leaving a herd of white elephants behind them. 
£4.6m from Government was spent on Enviro21 Innovation Park. It's devoid of tenants. The recession is blamed for the 
failure. Units are the 'wrong size'. A conference and banqueting centre stands idle. Does it matter? Who on earth 
thought the location suitable for a conference and banqueting centre? The development has been renamed Queensway 
Employment Corridor. Britain's economy across the period 1997-2007, during Gordon Brown's chancellorship, was 
unsustainable, debt fuelled and ultimately irresponsible. And Hastings borough council perpetuates the stupidity. 

Change to Plan More sound. 

Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3913 - 90 - 2.21 - None 

3913 Support 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings 2.21 

Respondent: Mrs Janette Gallini [90] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: This is one of the most important elements of the Planning Strategy, but it will not be deliverable unless the council 
embraces NPPF 57.' It is important to plan positively for the achievement of high quality and inclusive design for all 
development' and 58.' Local and neighbourhood plans should develop robust and comprehensive policies that set out 
the quality of development that will be expected for the area'. Given the low base line of accommodation in this area, a 
mandatory requirement to achieve the Lifetime Homes Standard and a score of 14 or over in Building for Life is not an 
unreasonable response to the NPPF's call for positivity and robustness. 

Summary: Support the objectives but query whether they are deliverable in line with NPPF 57 and 58 unless mandatory standards 
are made part of this strategy. 

Change to Plan N/A 

Appear at exam? Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4128 - 683 - 2.25 - i 

4128 Object 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings	 2.25 

Respondent: Mr Don Wise [683] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: See attached. 

Summary:	 There is clear evidence that the only way Hastings and Rother local authorities can work together is to become one 
authority. 

Change to Plan	 The Tests for Soundness and making the Planning Strategy is not my responsibility. The Inspectors team have a 
mammoth task checking the legitimacy and soundness of any of the proposals in their present form. 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests i 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 





Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3918 - 90 - 2.27 - ii 

3918 Object 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings 2.27 

Respondent: Mrs Janette Gallini [90] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: This is not justified in failing to mention in addition to the Victorian housing, the many conservation areas, which are 
equally as, and in some areas more important than the natural environment in contributing to the special character of 
the town. Please ensure that the wording of policy relating to the historic environment uses the phrase used here 
conserve and enhance. 

Summary: This is not justified in failing to mention in addition to the Victorian housing, the many conservation areas, which are 
equally as, and in some areas more important than the natural environment in contributing to the special character of 
the town. Please ensure that the wording of policy relating to the historic environment uses the phrase used here 
conserve and enhance. 

Change to Plan Rewrite. 'Our seaside location, wooded valleys, varied wildlife and surrounding countryside, together with the many 
distinctive conservation areas and attractive Victorian housing stock all contribute...... ' 

Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3922 - 90 - 2.29 - ii, iii 

3922 Object 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings	 2.29 

Respondent: Mrs Janette Gallini [90]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 This is not justified in omitting to mention that the delivery of high quality sustainable homes must also be considered in 
the balance, along with generalised community benefits, and necessary infrastructure. 

Summary:	 This is not justified in omitting to mention that the delivery of high quality sustainable homes must also be considered in 
the balance, along with generalised community benefits, and necessary infrastructure. 

Change to Plan	 Insert - We need to get the balance and flexibility right in terms of delivering high quality sustainable homes, securing 
benefits for the community..... 

Appear at exam?	 No Soundness Tests ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3891 - 987 - 2.33 - i, ii, iii 

3891 Object 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings 2.33 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: 2.33 Destruction of peace and beauty of Combe Haven Valley, for a five mile stretch of road, costing £100,000,000, is 
silly. Council's go to central government to get funds to build big infrastructure. There are substantial risks. The whole 
premise rests on assumption that investment undertaken by the public sector will attract businesses. If the businesses 
don't come there's big debt and no means to pay it. That means higher local tax and business rates. Similarly, what if 
the new infrastructure simply encourages existing businesses in the area to move, rather than create new companies? 
It's speculating, not regenerating. 

Summary: 2.33 Destruction of peace and beauty of Combe Haven Valley, for a five mile stretch of road, costing £100,000,000, is 
silly. Council's go to central government to get funds to build big infrastructure. There are substantial risks. The whole 
premise rests on assumption that investment undertaken by the public sector will attract businesses. If the businesses 
don't come there's big debt and no means to pay it. That means higher local tax and business rates. Similarly, what if 
the new infrastructure simply encourages existing businesses in the area to move, rather than create new companies? 
It's speculating, not regenerating. 

Change to Plan More sound. 

Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests i, ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3892 - 987 - 2.38 - i, ii, iii 

3892 Object 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings 2.38 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: 2.38 Jerwood Gallery is not a good example of 'how regeneration can be well combined with new cultural offerings and 
make the most of a seaside location.' It's in the wrong place. The coach park at The Stade served Hastings Old Town, 
bringing day-trippers and money. Coaches parked at The Stade. Now, people disembark at the Old Town and coaches 
drive west to Falaise Road to park, or further, to Seaside Road, Grosvenor Crescent. It's created congestion, it's costly 
and it's polluting. It makes no sense. What's the point? Black cabs bring disadvantaged children for a day out, it's 
mayhem. 

Summary: 2.38 Jerwood Gallery is not a good example of 'how regeneration can be well combined with new cultural offerings and 
make the most of a seaside location.' It's in the wrong place. The coach park at The Stade served Hastings Old Town, 
bringing day-trippers and money. Coaches parked at The Stade. Now, people disembark at the Old Town and coaches 
drive west to Falaise Road to park, or further, to Seaside Road, Grosvenor Crescent. It's created congestion, it's costly 
and it's polluting. It makes no sense. What's the point? Black cabs bring disadvantaged children for a day out, it's 
mayhem. 

Change to Plan More sound. 

Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests i, ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4129 - 683 - 2.44 - i 

4129 Object 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings	 2.44 

Respondent: Mr Don Wise [683] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: See attached. 

Summary:	 This paragraph alludes to development at Upper Wilting Farm being agreed with Rother even though it is not in their 
Local Plan. Upper Wilting Farm is owned by Hastings Council and is outside the borough boundaries. 

Change to Plan	 The Tests for Soundness and making the Planning Strategy is not my responsibility. The Inspectors team have a 
mammoth task checking the legitimacy and soundness of any of the proposals in their present form. 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests i 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 





Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3893 - 987 - 2.45 - i, ii, iii 

3893 Object 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings 2.45 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: 2.45 Writing 'economic regeneration' several times in reports like this doesn't make it come true. A £300,000,000 
investment has failed to lift Hastings out of the top 20 most deprived Local Authority areas in England. Delivery of the 
Bexhill - Hastings Link Road will not 'facilitate further economic regeneration' as stated. It will enable 'large scale 
housing', and Enviro21 type business space, for which there is no use. 

Summary: 2.45 Writing 'economic regeneration' several times in reports like this doesn't make it come true. A £300,000,000 
investment has failed to lift Hastings out of the top 20 most deprived Local Authority areas in England. Delivery of the 
Bexhill - Hastings Link Road will not 'facilitate further economic regeneration' as stated. It will enable 'large scale 
housing', and Enviro21 type business space, for which there is no use. 

Change to Plan More sound. 

Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests i, ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3828 - 467 - 2.47 - None 

3828 Support 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings 2.47 

Respondent: Rother District Council (Mrs Nichola Watters) [467] Agent: N/A


Full Text: Rother District Council supports the reference to the Baldslow junction improvements.


Summary: Rother District Council supports the reference to the Baldslow junction improvements. 

Change to Plan N/A 

Appear at exam? Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3894 - 987 - 2.49 - iii 

3894 Object 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings 2.49 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: 2.49 Joined-up working between Hastings and Rother Councils sounds good. Perhaps the people responsible for 
landscaping at De La Warr could nip over and sort out the mess in front of Station Plaza health centre and Sussex 
Coast College. 

Summary: 2.49 Joined-up working between Hastings and Rother Councils sounds good. Perhaps the people responsible for 
landscaping at De La Warr could nip over and sort out the mess in front of Station Plaza health centre and Sussex 
Coast College. 

Change to Plan More sound. 

Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3827 - 467 - Hastings and Rother Councils' shared approach to future prosperity for the Hastings and Bexhill area - None 

3827 Support 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings	 Hastings and Rother Councils' shared approach to 

future prosperity for the Hastings and Bexhill area 

Respondent: Rother District Council (Mrs Nichola Watters) [467] Agent: N/A


Full Text: The inclusion of the 'Shared approach to future prosperity' for Hastings and Bexhill is supported.


Summary: The inclusion of the 'Shared approach to future prosperity' for Hastings and Bexhill is supported. 

Change to Plan N/A 

Appear at exam? Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3826 - 467 - 2.50 - None 

3826 Support 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings 2.50 

Respondent: Rother District Council (Mrs Nichola Watters) [467] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: The vision for Hastings is supported. 

Summary: The vision for Hastings is supported. 

Change to Plan N/A 

Appear at exam? Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3872 - 309 - 2.50 - i, ii, iii 

3872 Object 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings 2.50 

Respondent: Lee Wilson [309] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: The "Vision for Hastings" and subsequent text all but ignores the existence of St Leonards as a separate entity with its 
own character and local distinctiveness. This is inimical to the objective outlined by Cllr Peter Chowney in his Foreword, 
that "we need to develop the character, diversity and uniqueness of every part of our borough, recognising the different 
needs of our increasingly diverse communities..." 

Summary: The "Vision for Hastings" and subsequent text all but ignores the existence of St Leonards as a separate entity with its 
own character and local distinctiveness. This is inimical to the objective outlined by Cllr Peter Chowney in his Foreword, 
that "we need to develop the character, diversity and uniqueness of every part of our borough, recognising the different 
needs of our increasingly diverse communities..." 

Change to Plan Change the heading to: "The Vision for Hastings and St Leonards" and amend subsequent text to add "St Leonards" 
where appropriate. 

Appear at exam? Yes Soundness Tests i, ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 4044 - 176 - 2.50 - None 

4044 Support 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings 2.50 

Respondent: Theatres Trust (Rose Freeman) [176] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: We support the Submission document, although none of the policies actually protect and enhance your cultural 
facilities, because there is an underlying acknowledgment that venues for cultural activities are an important element 
for the well-being of residents and visitors. Policy E3 encourages arts and cultural uses, but doesn't protect them, and 
Policy FA3 will 'protect and enhance' architectural heritage, but only 'promote' cultural facilities in the town centre. 

Paragraph 4.38 on page 35 states that cultural and artistic venues will be supported, but this is not actually reflected in 
policies FA3, E3 and DS2. The White Rock Theatre is mentioned with regard to the development of a cultural quarter, 
but the Stables Theatre, which is an important venue for the evening economy in the Old Town, is not mentioned. 

There is clear guidance now in the new National Planning Policy Framework which states that one of the three 
dimensions to support economic development is for the support of communities' health, social and cultural well-being. 
It also recommends that established cultural facilities and services are retained and able to develop for the benefit of 
the community, and there should be policies to guard against the unnecessary loss of valued cultural and community 
facilities. 

Theatres are businesses and employment generators in their own right. They are sources of direct and indirect 
employment through not just performers, but stage-builders, programme printers, costume manufacturers and catering 
facilities within theatres. The relationship between subsidised and commercial arts is vital in maintaining the quality 
and access that makes the arts, culture and the creative industries so successful. 

Summary: Support underlying acknowledgement in strategy that venues for cultural activities are an important element of the well 
being of residents & visitors. However, more focus should be given to "protecting" arts and cultural uses rather than 
"encouraging". The Stables Theatre should be mentioned as an important venue. 

Change to Plan N/A 

Appear at exam? Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4107 - 169 - 2.50 - ii 

4107 Object 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings	 2.50 

Respondent: Mr A Ingleton [169]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 See attached. 

Summary:	 The vision is weak. No aspiration to improve the life expectancy general health & wellbeing or poverty & deprivation 
which presently exists. No improvement to the poor & leaking draingage & sewage disposal. No improvement to 
education. No mention of Greenway. Maintenace and improvement of owr Victorian heritage. "It needs hardwiring". 

Change to Plan 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 







Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3895 - 987 - 2.52 - None 

3895 Support 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings 2.52 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A


Full Text: 2.52 Let's all remember 'this is a vision'. Let's see a figure supported argument.


Summary: 2.52 Let's all remember 'this is a vision'. Let's see a figure supported argument. 

Change to Plan N/A 

Appear at exam? Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3896 - 987 - 2.57 - None 

3896 Support 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings 2.57 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: 2.57 What! No 'Offices To Let' signage, no road-works? Priory Quarter and Trinity Triangle 'buzzing with cafes, 
restaurants and lively new leisure facilities'. Are there lots of suits about? Have a few laughs? 
No mega delivery trucks holding up buses? 

Summary: 2.57 What! No 'Offices To Let' signage, no road-works? Priory Quarter and Trinity Triangle 'buzzing with cafes, 
restaurants and lively new leisure facilities'. Are there lots of suits about? Have a few laughs? 
No mega delivery trucks holding up buses? 

Change to Plan N/A 

Appear at exam? Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3897 - 987 - 2.59 - None 

3897 Support 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings 2.59 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: 2.59 What's going on at St Mary in the Castle. Is the sun shining? 

Summary: 2.59 What's going on at St Mary in the Castle. Is the sun shining? 

Change to Plan N/A 

Appear at exam? Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3924 - 90 - 2.59 - i, ii 

3924 Object 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings 2.59 

Respondent: Mrs Janette Gallini [90] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: The Vision for Hastings is not justified in underplaying the recognised heritage asset of Burtons St Leonards; it is a 
visitor attraction in its own right, and can contribute to the regeneration of St Leonards by widening the tourist offer and 
extending the visitor season, and contributing to the proposed cultural quarter in St Leonards. Initially all it needs is 
some signs, 'Welcome to the Regency New Town of Burton's St Leonards' on the seafront, and a brown heritage 
signpost 'To St Leonards Gardens, award winning heritage gardens' 

Summary: The Vision for Hastings is not justified in underplaying the recognised heritage asset of Burtons St Leonards; it is a 
visitor attraction in its own right, and can contribute to the regeneration of St Leonards by widening the tourist offer and 
extending the visitor season, and contributing to the proposed cultural quarter in St Leonards. Initially all it needs is 
some signs, 'Welcome to the Regency New Town of Burton's St Leonards' on the seafront, and a brown heritage 
signpost 'To St Leonards Gardens, award winning heritage gardens' 

Change to Plan Insert 'from West Marina in the east, through Burton's St Leonards, and along to St Mary in the Castle and the Jerwood 
Gallery in the west.' 

Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests i, ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3881 - 309 - 2.60 - i, ii, iii, iv 

3881 Object 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings 2.60 

Respondent: Lee Wilson [309] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: The statement: "...the classic architecture of Burton St Leonards" is inadequate. The New Town developed by James 
and Decimus Burton is a heritage asset whose historic and architectural importance has been recognised by a former 
Secretary of State. However, this is virtually the only reference to Burtons' St Leonards in the entire document. The 
"Vision" for Hastings (and St Leonards) should include an historic and architectural assessment PLUS the Borough 
Council's specific plans and commitment to enhance, preserve and promote Burtons' St Leonards as a tourist attraction 
and aid to regeneration. 

Summary: The statement: "...the classic architecture of Burton St Leonards" is inadequate. The New Town developed by James 
and Decimus Burton is a heritage asset whose historic and architectural importance has been recognised by a former 
Secretary of State. However, this is virtually the only reference to Burtons' St Leonards in the entire document. The 
"Vision" for Hastings (and St Leonards) should include an historic and architectural assessment PLUS the Borough 
Council's specific plans and commitment to enhance, preserve and promote Burtons' St Leonards as a tourist attraction 
and aid to regeneration. 

Change to Plan Add (as a minimum) paragraph: "Burtons' St Leonards is a heritage asset of national importance. It attracts hundreds 
of visitors a year drawn by its Regency architecture and by its history as the first new town in Britain developed on 
modern planning principles. The Council is committed to preserving and enhancing its unique historic townscape, 
sense of place and local distinctiveness that contribute strongly to our tourism offer and economy and contribute so 
much to the Borough's rich cultural heritage." 

Appear at exam? Yes Soundness Tests i, ii, iii, iv 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3927 - 90 - 2.60 - ii 

3927 Object 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings	 2.60 

Respondent: Mrs Janette Gallini [90]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 The wording 'classic architecture of Burtons' St Leonards' is only partially accurate, so not justified; as the one mention 
in the whole document of the historic and beautifully devised heart of St Leonards, it is woefully inadequate. 

Summary:	 The wording 'classic architecture of Burtons' St Leonards' is only partially accurate, so not justified; as the one mention 
in the whole document of the historic and beautifully devised heart of St Leonards, it is woefully inadequate. 

Change to Plan	 Change wording to 'the unique Regency New Town of Burtons' St Leonards' 

Appear at exam?	 No Soundness Tests ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4130 - 683 - 2.61 - ii 

4130 Object 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings	 2.61 

Respondent: Mr Don Wise [683]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 See attached. 

Summary:	 This paragraph about "The Combe Valley" it is not a Country Park! Most of the valley is an area of Special Scientific 
Interest and nature reserves. Details missing are how much money and resources are Hastings Council going to invest 
on a yearly basis "compared with hastings Country Park" at Fairlight. Leaving aside any contributions Southern Water 
106 agreement might have for "Combe Valley Countryside Park". 

Change to Plan	 The Tests for Soundness and making the Planning Strategy is not my responsibility. The Inspectors team have a 
mammoth task checking the legitimacy and soundness of any of the proposals in their present form. 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 





Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3899 - 987 - 2.64 - iii 

3899 Object 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings 2.64 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: 2.64 No mention of 'Priory Quarter - the coastal business haven'. 

Summary: 2.64 No mention of 'Priory Quarter - the coastal business haven'.


Change to Plan More sound.


Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests iii


Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3900 - 987 - 2.65 - None 

3900 Support 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings 2.65 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A


Full Text: 2.65 Planning for 2066 already, good thinking. International interest at last.


Summary: 2.65 Planning for 2066 already, good thinking. International interest at last. 

Change to Plan N/A 

Appear at exam? Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4131 - 683 - 2.65 - iii 

4131 Object 
Part One - Chapter 2: About Hastings	 2.65 

Respondent: Mr Don Wise [683] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: See attached. 

Summary:	 Is it not credulous and premature to work on celebrations 50 years hence when you cannot guarantee decent living 
situations for people or thriving businesses across the borough. 

Change to Plan	 The Tests for Soundness and making the Planning Strategy is not my responsibility. The Inspectors team have a 
mammoth task checking the legitimacy and soundness of any of the proposals in their present form. 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 







Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4187 - 220 - Objective 1: Achieve and sustain a thriving economy - None 

4187 Object 
Part One - Chapter 3: Strategic Objectives Objective 1: Achieve and sustain a thriving economy 

Respondent: Mobile Operators Association [220] Agent: Mono Consultants Ltd (Jacquelyn Fee) [1062] 

Full Text: See attached. 

Summary: Need inclusion of telecommunications policy in Development Management Plan.


Change to Plan Policy wording provided for DM Plan.


Appear at exam? Not Specified Soundness Tests None


Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 









Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3829 - 467 - 1a) - None 

3829 Support 
Part One - Chapter 3: Strategic Objectives 1a) 

Respondent: Rother District Council (Mrs Nichola Watters) [467] Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 Objective 1a), which relates to working with Rother District Council to ensure regeneration in the Hastings/Bexhill area 
is beneficial to the economy, environment and communities of both towns, is supported 

Summary:	 Objective 1a), which relates to working with Rother District Council to ensure regeneration in the Hastings/Bexhill area 
is beneficial to the economy, environment and communities of both towns, is supported 

Change to Plan	 N/A 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3901 - 987 - 1a) - iii 

3901 Object 
Part One - Chapter 3: Strategic Objectives 1a) 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: 1a) Hastings and Bexhill might do well to work together on many matters and there are other matters where presenting 
the two together is a disadvantage. One disadvantage is in promotion together to holiday makers. 
Marketing the destinations under the common banner '1066 Country' is inefficient. Bexhill has better landscape 
gardeners. 

Summary: 1a) Hastings and Bexhill might do well to work together on many matters and there are other matters where presenting 
the two together is a disadvantage. One disadvantage is in promotion together to holiday makers. 
Marketing the destinations under the common banner '1066 Country' is inefficient. Bexhill has better landscape 
gardeners. 

Change to Plan More sound. 

Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3902 - 987 - 1b) - i, ii, iii 

3902 Object 
Part One - Chapter 3: Strategic Objectives 1b) 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 1b) This number is based on a Retail Capacity Study dated 2006 which, in turn, is based on work in 2002. 
This is written in the Evidence Base and represents insufficient evidence on which to plan to 2028. 

Summary:	 1b) This number is based on a Retail Capacity Study dated 2006 which, in turn, is based on work in 2002. 
This is written in the Evidence Base and represents insufficient evidence on which to plan to 2028. 

Change to Plan	 More sound. 

Appear at exam?	 No Soundness Tests i, ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3903 - 987 - 1h) - i, ii, iii 

3903 Object 
Part One - Chapter 3: Strategic Objectives 1h) 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: 1h) There is no evidence to support the statement that the finance/insurance sector is growing. Table 8: Employment 
by occupation (July 2009-June 2010), in HASTINGS AND ROTHER EMPLOYMENT STRATEGY AND LAND REVIEW 
UPDATE (August 2011). Shows no trends. 

Summary: 1h) There is no evidence to support the statement that the finance/insurance sector is growing. Table 8: Employment 
by occupation (July 2009-June 2010), in HASTINGS AND ROTHER EMPLOYMENT STRATEGY AND LAND REVIEW 
UPDATE (August 2011). Shows no trends. 

Change to Plan More sound. 

Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests i, ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3904 - 987 - 1l) - iii 

3904 Object 
Part One - Chapter 3: Strategic Objectives 1l) 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A


Full Text: 1l) Where is St Leonards town centre these days. Now that the concrete is down in Kings Road?


Summary: 1l) Where is St Leonards town centre these days. Now that the concrete is down in Kings Road?


Change to Plan More sound.


Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests iii


Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4199 - 194 - Objective 2: Ensure everyone has the opportunity to live in a decent home, which they can afford, in a community in 

which they want to live - i, ii, iii 

4199 Object 
Part One - Chapter 3: Strategic Objectives Objective 2: Ensure everyone has the opportunity to live 

in a decent home, which they can afford, in a community 

Respondent: Mr Colin Simmons [194] Agent: Kember Loudon Williams Ltd (Mr Jon Williams) 
[193] 

Full Text: See attached. 

Summary:	 It is considered that 3,400 net new dwellings between 2011-2028 is unsound on the basis that this is a significant and 
unsupportable reduction in provision when compared against the housing trend figure of 7,840. 

The level by which the trend figure has been reduced will leave insufficient margin for deficits in housing supply from 
allocated sites that fail to be taken forward for development. 

Change to Plan	 It is considered that the Strategy can be made sound by increasing the objective 2a) figure to a more supportable level 
with a minimum of at least 3,850 dwellings. 

Appear at exam?	 Yes Soundness Tests i, ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 





























Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3905 - 987 - 2a) - ii 

3905 Object 
Part One - Chapter 3: Strategic Objectives 2a) 

Full Text: 2a) Is this a good number? 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A 

Change to Plan 

Appear at exam? 

Summary: 

More sound. 

No Soundness Tests 

2a) Is this a good number? 

ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4135 - 683 - Objective 3: Safeguard and improve the town's environment - ii 

4135 Object 
Part One - Chapter 3: Strategic Objectives Objective 3: Safeguard and improve the town's 

environment 

Respondent: Mr Don Wise [683]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 See attached. 

Summary:	 To date there are no safeguards in place to improve the towns environment. The victorian sewage system has failed 
for a number of years in parts of the Borough. No monitoring systems in place. 
There is urgent need for ongoing annual monitoring reports for all the triple S.I. sites eg. Monkham Wood. To date 
Council officers have failed to ascertain the condition and neglect of the area or ensure the restoration of the coppice 
areas to the original rich mosaic pattern of wildlife and sustainable ancient woodland. The objectives as laid down on 
paper are not followed through in practice. 

Change to Plan	 1. 106 agreeemnts must be strictly adhered to and monitored correctly (no serious or correct monitoring is taking place 
at this time). Everybody including Council Local Government Officers must adhere to all mandatory legislation and 
wildlife laws. 
2. Once the new Plan is mapped out correctly it should be available for public scruitiny before adoption in a format that 
is discernible and not hidden away. 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 





Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3463 - 272 - 3a) - None 

3463 Support 
Part One - Chapter 3: Strategic Objectives 3a) 

Respondent: MRS PATRICIA STEPHENSON [272] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: Of course everyone supports the protection of our green spaces but there is little within this consultation which 
suggests that this council really shares this aspiration - words are not enough - the proof of this commitment will only 
become apparent when the evidence is there. And when we see just how much of our green spaces are up for grabs by 
developers. 

Summary: Of course everyone supports the protection of our green spaces but there is little within this consultation which 
suggests that this council really shares this aspiration - words are not enough - the proof of this commitment will only 
become apparent when the evidence is there. And when we see just how much of our green spaces are up for grabs by 
developers. 

Change to Plan N/A 

Appear at exam? Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3464 - 272 - 3b) - None 

3464 Support 
Part One - Chapter 3: Strategic Objectives 3b) 

Respondent: MRS PATRICIA STEPHENSON [272] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: Yet again all these questions about conserving and managing our historic environment for future generations will be 
supported - but there are doubts within the community as to whether this council is truly committed to these 
objectives....past experience does nothing to alleviate fears... 

Summary: Yet again all these questions about conserving and managing our historic environment for future generations will be 
supported - but there are doubts within the community as to whether this council is truly committed to these 
objectives....past experience does nothing to alleviate fears... 

Change to Plan N/A 

Appear at exam? Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3906 - 987 - 3c) - iii 

3906 Object 
Part One - Chapter 3: Strategic Objectives 3c) 

Full Text: 3c) No mention here about the sea. 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A 

Change to Plan 

Appear at exam? 

Summary: 

More sound. 

No Soundness Tests 

3c) No mention here about the sea. 

iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3465 - 272 - 3i) - None 

3465 Support 
Part One - Chapter 3: Strategic Objectives 3i) 

Respondent: MRS PATRICIA STEPHENSON [272] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: This council should take careful note of how many proposed developments will compromise statutorly protected sites 
local nature reserves, SSSIs, ancient woodland,etc because even now at this crucial stage of this consultation there 
are those who REFUSE to acknowledge the devastation that will affect these protected site...words are not enough 
action is urgently required to fulfill all these promises which look "good" on paper but hold little weight when it comes 
down to the facts.If this council is truly concerned on these issues why were the maps showing these protected sites 
kept under wraps. 

Summary: This council should take careful note of how many proposed developments will compromise statutorly protected sites 
local nature reserves, SSSIs, ancient woodland,etc because even now at this crucial stage of this consultation there 
are those who REFUSE to acknowledge the devastation that will affect these protected site...words are not enough 
action is urgently required to fulfill all these promises which look "good" on paper but hold little weight when it comes 
down to the facts.If this council is truly concerned on these issues why were the maps showing these protected sites 
kept under wraps. 

Change to Plan N/A 

Appear at exam? Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3466 - 272 - 5f) - None 

3466 Support 
Part One - Chapter 3: Strategic Objectives 5f) 

Respondent: MRS PATRICIA STEPHENSON [272] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: Far too many developments for family occupation are approved with no play provision on the site....it is an appalling 
situation and contravenes the existing local plan. Family housing must have SAFE play areas for children in their own 
gardens, not across a road .....parents need to be able to observe young children at play and not have to leave the 
home in order to take they some distance away from their homes.....it is a disgraceful situation here in this town... 

Summary: Far too many developments for family occupation are approved with no play provision on the site....it is an appalling 
situation and contravenes the existing local plan. Family housing must have SAFE play areas for children in their own 
gardens, not across a road .....parents need to be able to observe young children at play and not have to leave the 
home in order to take they some distance away from their homes.....it is a disgraceful situation here in this town... 

Change to Plan N/A 

Appear at exam? Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 4121 - 1096 - Objective 6: Provision of an efficient and effective transport system - None 

4121 Support 
Part One - Chapter 3: Strategic Objectives Objective 6: Provision of an efficient and effective 

transport system 

Respondent: Highways Agency (Andrew Oldland) [1096] Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 See attached. 

Summary:	 We welcome the inclusion of a transport based objective and particularly the emphasis on sustainable transport & 
delivering schemes to help reduce the need to travel by car. This could reduce the impact of Planning Strategy 
proposals on the strategic road network. 

Change to Plan	 N/A 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 





Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3467 - 272 - 6e) - None 

3467 Support 
Part One - Chapter 3: Strategic Objectives 6e) 

Respondent: MRS PATRICIA STEPHENSON [272] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: All very well - but the proposed Bexhill by pass will do nothing to encourage people to leave the car at home - there is 
no other means of transport - so this is another pie in the sky objective. All these initatives will receive support but they 
won't come to anything....just words on paper...very sad. 

Summary: All very well - but the proposed Bexhill by pass will do nothing to encourage people to leave the car at home - there is 
no other means of transport - so this is another pie in the sky objective. All these initatives will receive support but they 
won't come to anything....just words on paper...very sad. 

Change to Plan N/A 

Appear at exam? Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3889 - 292 - 7b) - None 

3889 Support 
Part One - Chapter 3: Strategic Objectives 7b) 

Respondent: Bourne Leisure Ltd. [292] Agent:	 Nathaniel Lichfield and Partners (Ms Frances 
Young) [291] 

Full Text:	 The Vision and Objective 7 
Bourne Leisure supports the statement in the Vision for Hastings by 2028 that the town will be "a safe and thriving 
place to live, work and visit.." 
The Vision will be achieved by means of a number of objectives, including Objective 7: Making best use of the Seafront 
and promoting tourism. 
Bourne Leisure supports part (b) of Objective 7 which states that the Vision will be achieved by: 
"7b) supporting the growth and development of the tourism industry in Hastings by retaining and encouraging day 
visitors and attracting high spending staying visitors, maximising the value of visitor spend, and spreading tourist 
activity throughout the year". 
Bourne Leisure welcomes this specific support for the tourism industry and considers that both the Vision and Objective 
7 are sound as they reflect the acknowledged importance of tourism set out elsewhere in the Planning Strategy, for 
example, at paragraph 9.16, which states: 
"The tourism industry is vital to the economy of Hastings and is key to meeting our overall regeneration objectives. It 
contributes £211m to the local economic and supports an estimated 4,850 jobs (3,550 FTE)". 
The Vision and Objective 7 also accord with the recognised importance of tourism, as previously stated in the Hastings 
Accommodation SPD. 

Summary:	 Bourne Leisure supports part (b) of Objective 7 and welcomes this specific support for the tourism industry. Both the 
Vision and Objective 7 are considered to be sound as they reflect the acknowledged importance of tourism set out at 
paragraph 9.16 of the Planning Strategy and accord with the recognised importance of tourism, as previously stated in 
the Hastings Accommodation SPD. 

Change to Plan	 N/A 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3908 - 987 - 7f) - ii 

3908 Object 
Part One - Chapter 3: Strategic Objectives 7f) 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: 7f) No mention here about the condition of the sea. 

Summary: 7f) No mention here about the condition of the sea.


Change to Plan More sound.


Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests ii


Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 





Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3909 - 987 - 4.1 - None 

3909 Support 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 4.1 

Full Text: 4.1 Nice maps. 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A 

Change to Plan 

Appear at exam? 

Summary: 

N/A 

Not Specified 

4.1 Nice maps. 

Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3935 - 90 - 4.2 - i, ii, iii, iv 

3935 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 4.2 

Respondent: Mrs Janette Gallini [90]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 Spatial Areas were introduced in May 2012, four years into the planning process, with no consultation, no evidence 
base and no facts supporting the choices. 
They appear to have been necessitated by the previous introduction of thirteen Focus Areas, which did not adhere to 
ward boundaries. It is stated that they are 'to give a picture of what is planned where' but that might have been 
achieved without imposing an additional layer of divisions, different yet again from the schools provision areas. 

It is unclear as to how much interaction there is between planners and council officers and service providers on the 
ground, but it would seem likely that the if the three areas have any administrative status, they will act against effective 
delivery by hindering joined-up thinking and working as they do not correspond to the established Area Co-ordination 
Zones. 

These were utilised as spatial areas by the Core Strategy Preferred approaches consultation, [2008] and by the Big 
Map consultation [2010]; their Area Management Boards are tasked to support the delivery of the Hastings Sustainable 
Community Strategy. 

With the divisions of South St Leonards, North St Leonards, Central and East Hastings, the ACZs reflect the natural 
divisions and caputs of the Borough - Hollington, St Leonards, Hastings New Town, and Hastings Old Town; whereas 
the Spatial Areas offer no sense of identity and will not support paragraph 2.64 which envisages that residents will 
'identify with their own local communities'. 

Evidence of the lack of coherence of thought is given in 5.31, where reference is made to 'regeneration of Central St 
Leonards and the wider South St Leonards area' - an area that in their terms no longer exists. 

Summary:	 These were introduced in May 2012, 4 years into the process, with no consultation, no evidence base and no facts 
supporting the choices. 
They may act against effective delivery by hindering joined-up thinking and working, as they do not correspond to the 
established Area Co-ordination Zones, whose Area Management Boards support the delivery of the Hastings 
Sustainable Community Strategy. The ACZs reflect the natural divisions of the Borough - Hollington, St Leonards, 
Hastings New Town, and Hastings Old Town; the Spatial Areas will not support para 2.64 which envisages that 
residents will 'identify with their own local communities' 

Change to Plan	 Return to the divisions of the Area Coordination Zones, as promoted in May-July 2008 and Feb - April 2010. This also 
supposes the removal of the Planning Focus Areas whose boundaries occasioned the change in the Spatial Areas [see 
below 

Appear at exam?	 Yes Soundness Tests i, ii, iii, iv 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3910 - 987 - 4.3 - ii 

3910 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 4.3 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: 4.30 Hastings Local Plan The Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 25th May - 17th August 2012, 
does not 'set out a clear economic vision and strategy for the area which positively and proactivey encourages 
sustainable economic growth. 

Summary: 4.30 Hastings Local Plan The Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 25th May - 17th August 2012, 
does not 'set out a clear economic vision and strategy for the area which positively and proactivey encourages 
sustainable economic growth. 

Change to Plan More sound. 

Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3941 - 90 - 4.3 - i, ii, iii, iv 

3941 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 4.3 

Respondent: Mrs Janette Gallini [90]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 There was no consultation - they were introduced in Core Strategy Informal Consultation June -August 2011 with the 
note 'the boundaries are not part of the consultation' [Spatial Strategy, p20]. This attitude is reflected in the current 
DMP focused consultation, para 1.8 'These aim to give a vision and context to how we want neighbourhoods to 
develop'. 

The published DMP Consultation in Feb- April 2012 merely asked for comments on site allocations within the Planning 
Focus Areas. I am informed by the Planning Department that at two meetings relating to that consultation residents 
were invited to make comments about the actual focus areas, but since this invitation was never published in any way, 
no response button was available on the on-line consultation document, and this information travelled no further than 
the three dozen or so attendees across the two meetings, it remains the case that the level of consultation on this issue 
falls below that required by the HBC Statement of Community Involvement [Update September 2011]: 

Information-giving: 
3.3 This means that we will provide our communities and interested parties with balanced and objective 

information to assist them in understanding the problem, alternatives or solutions. This will also include giving feedback 
on progress and outcomes. Information will be available, upon request, in a variety of accessible formats including 
electronically, large print, in Braille, on tape and in languages other than English. 
Seeking views: 

3.4 We will get public feedback on analysis, alternatives and decisions. We will consult with communities, 
interested parties and service providers and they will be given the opportunity to make representations on formal 
proposals. 
Participation: 

3.5 We will work directly with people throughout the process to ensure that public and private concerns are 
consistently understood, that they contribute to and influence the range of options which are to be considered. This will 
include contributing ideas and actively engaging in developing options and proposals. 

3.6 We confirm that community involvement will be central to the production, use and 
review of the full range of Local Development Documents included in the Local 
Development Framework. 

When I objected to both the lack of consultation and the boundaries in 2011, this was the answer:
The planning focus area boundaries are not arbitrary - they are based on the nationally set boundaries of Super Output 
Areas (SOA) along with a recognition of local geography and communities. The boundaries have been carefully drawn 
so that comparisons can be made with previous figures and SOA statistics can be used for these areas to give 
consistency. 

In fact, they diverge from SOA boundaries in at least 10 locations rendering them statistically unreliable, and cut across 
Conservation Areas. Conversely, in places they follow SOA boundaries slavishly although as computer-generated 
statistical tools these split established neighbourhoods. 

There is no credible evidence base - no facts are offered to support choices, only subjective assessments based on a 
wide variety of criteria, They were so 'carefully drawn' that between August 2011 and February 2012, a large part of 
Focus Area 7 was relocated to Area 5. 

Their function is unclear. It would seem that they may have been created to meet with NPPF 58: 

'Local and neighbourhood plans should develop robust and comprehensive policies that set out the quality of 
development that will be expected for the area. Such policies should be based on stated objectives for the future of the 
area and an understanding and evaluation of its defining characteristics.' 

At first glance, they appear to summarize area characteristics adequately, but a closer reading shows up a lack of 
understanding, inaccuracies and superficialities. I have detailed these for my areas [6 and 7] in my response to the 
current DMP focused consultation. Whether or not they have chosen to make representations, residents of other areas 
in the town have expressed similar reservations about the accuracy and usefulness of the portraits, and do not consider 
that the areas constitute neighbourhoods. 

The artificial nature of the conflations is exemplified in para 5.25 [Spatial Areas: Central Area]: 

5.25 Each area has its own unique identity, ranging from the active Town Centre with over 500 retail units and 
predominantly privately owned or private rented housing, to the expansive Alexandra Park, surrounded by large 
Victorian properties. Silverhill provides local shops and small businesses that are popular with local residents, as well 
as an Asda supermarket, whilst St Helens is predominantly residential, with a high proportion of privately owned 
properties.' 

This paragraph, apparently discussing four of the six component Focus Areas, is in fact mentioning only three - it 
ascribes a 'unique identity' to both Alexandra Park, and to Silverhill - which are the titular components of Focus Area 5. 

This shows that even the planners have found the areas are far too large to be effective in their stated aim of providing 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3941 - 90 - 4.3 - i, ii, iii, iv 

3941 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 4.3 

'a more local perspective and sense of place' [Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version para 4.3]. What 
relationship does Farley Bank have with the north east edge of Ore, over the hill and on the way out to Rye? Or 
Silverhill have with Laton Road and the Blacklands Conservation Area on the other side of the park? Or indeed with 
Horntye Park, which was moved into the same area, despite being integral to Bohemia? Where a Focus Area covers 
several Conservation areas, each designated for its distinctiveness, how can the Area provide a 'sense of place? What 
weight would these portraits and visions have against conservation area policies? 

The DMP at para 2.1 says that their purpose is to inform the eventual policies of the DMP, which is very worrying. The 
definitive 'want' is used several times throughout the 'vision' pieces for the areas - this should be altered to reflect the 
nature of a vision - 'envisage' might be a better word. 

In fact, in saying in the DMP para 1.8 'These aim to give a vision and context to how we want neighbourhoods to 
develop', the planners are being prescriptive and pre-empting local involvement in neighbourhood plans, contrary to the 
intention of the Localism Act. 

Summary:	 There was no consultation and no credible evidence base - choices are not supported by facts, only subjective 
assessments based on a wide variety of criteria. 
They diverge from SOA boundaries in at least 10 locations rendering them statistically unreliable, and cut across 
Conservation Areas. 
They are too large to be effective in their aim of providing 'a more local perspective and sense of place'. The portraits 
are superficial and inaccurate and do not display 'an understanding and evaluation of [ ] defining characteristics.'[NPPF 
58] and pre-empt local involvement in neighbourhood plans, contrary to the intention of the Localism Act 

Change to Plan	 Revert to Ward boundaries, as in 2008 and 2010. These do not necessarily provide ideal areas for neighbourhood 
plans, but they are understandable to the community, and statistically valid. Neighbourhood plans are in any case 
envisaged to be developed for much smaller areas than the current proposed Focus Areas. 

Appear at exam?	 Yes Soundness Tests i, ii, iii, iv 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3470 - 272 - 4.5 - i, ii, iii, iv 

3470 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 4.5 

Respondent: MRS PATRICIA STEPHENSON [272] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: The proposals to build on a site at Robsack "A" which is located directly in the centre of two ancient woodlands and 
local nature reserve, has been the focus of much concern and objection here in Hollington.It is considered that the full 
facts continue to be misrepresented in these reports and strongly object to the Robsack "A" site being included in the 
new local plan. The full facts in relation to this site have never been fully acknowledged. And go against statutory 
legislation regarding protected sites. 

Summary: The proposals to build on a site at Robsack "A" which is located directly in the centre of two ancient woodlands and 
local nature reserve, has been the focus of much concern and objection here in Hollington.It is considered that the full 
facts continue to be misrepresented in these reports and strongly object to the Robsack "A" site being included in the 
new local plan. The full facts in relation to this site have never been fully acknowledged. And go against statutory 
legislation regarding protected sites. 

Change to Plan A proper disclosure about all the facts relating to this particular site. All history re this site to be presented. Since 1998 
there have been serious concerns about these proposals and it is time they are highlighted and presented in an open 
manner. The ancient woodland boundaries have been admitted as a mapping error in the 2004 local plan - this is a 
damning indictment of the cavalier approach to these protected sites. 

Appear at exam? Yes Soundness Tests i, ii, iii, iv 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4061 - 338 - 4.9 - None 

4061 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 4.9 

Respondent: Ms Maureen Jarvis [338]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 see attached. 

Summary:	 The inclusion of site allocations that are detrimental to the historic environment are contrary to the aims outlined in this 
paragraph. 

Change to Plan	 Site allocations that would damage the historic environment should be removed from allocation and the housing target 
reduced accordingly. 4.9 - The last sentence is vital for tourism and preserving the unique architecture and 
atmosphere. Tourists should not have to go to a museum to see what was here! 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests None 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 







Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4132 - 683 - 4.12 - ii 

4132 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 4.12 

Respondent: Mr Don Wise [683] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: See attached. 

Summary:	 The triple S.I. site extends much further. 

Change to Plan	 The Tests for Soundness and making the Planning Strategy is not my responsibility. The Inspectors team have a 
mammoth task checking the legitimacy and soundness of any of the proposals in their present form. 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 





Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4203 - 194 - 4.13 - i, ii, iii 

4203 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 4.13 

Respondent: Mr Colin Simmons [194]	 Agent: Kember Loudon Williams Ltd (Mr Jon Williams) 
[193] 

Full Text:	 See attached. 

Summary:	 4.13 relies on urban site allocations and coupled with reliance on windfall sites, has effectively precluded the potential 
allocation of sites on the edge of the currently defined settlement. Given that the basis for excluding edge of settlement 
sites is considered to be flawed, the reasoning in 4.13 is similarly unsound. 

Change to Plan 

Appear at exam?	 Yes Soundness Tests i, ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 































Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3946 - 90 - 4.14 - ii, iii 

3946 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 4.14 

Respondent: Mrs Janette Gallini [90] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: Not evidentially justified. I find the rationale of imposing more high density development on to areas already suffering 
from high population and crowded housing to be incomprehensible in terms of building and maintaining sustainable 
communities. Central St Leonards, at 85pph and with shockingly low IMD rankings, is earmarked for a housing quota 
that is only deliverable if a substantial number of sites are built to high densities; certainly it needs regeneration, but 
however good the design of the units, it is doubtful whether that will be the outcome. 

Summary: Not evidentially justified. I find the rationale of imposing more high density development on to areas already suffering 
from high population and crowded housing to be incomprehensible in terms of building and maintaining sustainable 
communities. Central St Leonards, at 85pph and with shockingly low IMD rankings, is earmarked for a housing quota 
that is only deliverable if a substantial number of sites are built to high densities; certainly it needs regeneration, but 
however good the design of the units, it is doubtful whether that will be the outcome. 

Change to Plan Provide evidence of the regeneration of an area similar to St Leonards that has been pulled back to a normal 21st 
Century standard of life through high density housing - I am only too willing to be proved wrong in my doubts. 

Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4084 - 169 - 4.14 - i 

4084 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 4.14 

Respondent: Mr A Ingleton [169] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: See attached. 

Summary:	 Paragraph 4.14 & 4.15, high, medium & low density figures are at odds with housing density in paragraph 82 of 30 dph 
across the town and higher density of 40dph. 

Change to Plan 

Appear at exam? Yes Soundness Tests i 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 







Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4085 - 169 - 4.15 - i 

4085 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 4.15 

Respondent: Mr A Ingleton [169] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: See attached. 

Summary:	 Mix of higher denisty development over and above the 40dph figure is included in the Council estimate of housing 
capacity. This needs to be amended. 

Change to Plan	 Density figure needs to be amended. 

Appear at exam?	 Yes Soundness Tests i 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 







Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3468 - 272 - 4.16 - None 

3468 Support 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 4.16 

Respondent: MRS PATRICIA STEPHENSON [272] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: Making use of brownfield land is a priority - this council should stop compromising our ancient woodland areas - and 
stop descretating our other green spaces....and investigate all the empty homes in this town which should be brought 
back into use.... look beyond our green spaces - there is no need to build on these areas. 

Summary: Making use of brownfield land is a priority - this council should stop compromising our ancient woodland areas - and 
stop descretating our other green spaces....and investigate all the empty homes in this town which should be brought 
back into use.... look beyond our green spaces - there is no need to build on these areas. 

Change to Plan N/A 

Appear at exam? Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3839 - 467 - 4.21 - None 

3839 Support 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 4.21 

Respondent: Rother District Council (Mrs Nichola Watters) [467] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: The overall quantum of housing proposed is supported. 

Summary: The overall quantum of housing proposed is supported. 

Change to Plan N/A 

Appear at exam? Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3469 - 272 - 4.22 - i, ii, iii, iv 

3469 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 4.22 

Respondent: MRS PATRICIA STEPHENSON [272] Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 It is fool hardy to think we can go on building all these houses in such a small town. and there is no indication that 
these houses are needed here. 

Summary:	 It is fool hardy to think we can go on building all these houses in such a small town. and there is no indication that 
these houses are needed here. 

Change to Plan	 I object to this proposal for this high density of housing - I am sure that the question of over development must come 
into play here....unless this council is considering extending development out into the sea I can no way that this high 
level of development would be possible here...where are all these houses going to be built/ Something does not add 
up here but no doubt the council will say it is legally compliant despite the fact that this town will look like a new town.... 

Appear at exam?	 No Soundness Tests i, ii, iii, iv 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3989 - 938 - 4.24 - ii, iii 

3989 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 4.24 

Respondent:	 Town and Counctry Planning Solutions (Mr Mike Agent: N/A 
Pickup) [938] 

Full Text:	 Objection to DS1, 4.24 & H3 - see attached 

Summary:	 The Council provides no evidence that 200 dwellings are likely to be provided on unidentified (windfall) sites during the 
period 2023-2028. An analysis needs to be provided showing pass rates of completions from such sites and an 
explanation needs to be provided as to how this figure has been projected to 2023-2028. 

There can be no certainty that the Council will be successful in bringing back empty homes into residential use. 
Therefore, the assumed 255 dwelling figure should be discounted from the total supply as the housing requirement is 
intended to be a minimum rather than maxium figure. 

Change to Plan	 The Council provides no evidence that 200 dwellings are likely to be provided on unidentified (windfall) sites during the 
period 2023-2028. An analysis needs to be provided showing pass rates of completions from such sites and an 
explanation needs to be provided as to how this figure has been projected to 2023-2028. 

There can be no certainty that the Council will be successful in bringing back empty homes into residential use. 
Therefore, the assumed 255 dwelling figure should be discounted from the total supply as the housing requirement is 
intended to be a minimum rather than maxium figure. 

Appear at exam?	 Yes Soundness Tests ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 





Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4206 - 194 - 4.24 - i, ii, iii 

4206 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 4.24 

Respondent: Mr Colin Simmons [194]	 Agent: Kember Loudon Williams Ltd (Mr Jon Williams) 
[193] 

Full Text:	 See attached. 

Summary:	 Table 1 should be revised. The level of reliance on unimplemented planning permissions is unclear as the numerical 
split with sites under construction is not given. It is felt that in the context of an overall undersupply to meet projected 
need over the Plan period the table needs to make higher levels of provision in the section "additonal dwellings 
indicated by the SHLAA". Land at Breadsell Lane could contribute at least 450 additional dwellings based on the 
inclusion of the northern part of Breadsell site as shown on revised masterplan submitted April 2012. 

Change to Plan	 As it stands this part of the Strategy is not sound and this proposition is reinforced by the issues raised in terms of 
paragraphs 4.11 and 4.12/DS1. 

Appear at exam?	 Yes Soundness Tests i, ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 





























Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4208 - 194 - 4.29 - i, ii, iii 

4208 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 4.29 

Respondent: Mr Colin Simmons [194]	 Agent: Kember Loudon Williams Ltd (Mr Jon Williams) 
[193] 

Full Text:	 See attached. 

Summary:	 The objective is ambiguous and lacks certainty. The direction of this part of the Strategy needs greater clarity and 
certainty and it is suggested that this can be made 'more sound' it this uncertainty is removed. The introduction of the 
Breadsell Lane site as a confirmed allocation in the Strategy would reduce or avoid the need to rely on windfall sites at 
any stage of the Strategy period and would provide a clear and positive basis for housing delivery in the short, medium 
and longer terms. 

Change to Plan 

Appear at exam?	 Yes Soundness Tests i, ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



























Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3817 - 299 - Policy DS1: New Housing Development - i, ii, iii, iv 

3817 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy Policy DS1: New Housing Development 

Respondent: Mr Stuart Lyons [299]	 Agent: Mr Stuart Garnett [293] 

Full Text:	 This representation is in relation to Policy DS1, paragraphs 4.21 to 4.23 and all other relevant references in the 
Planning Strategy with respect to the housing target. 

Having reviewed the Assessment of Housing Need Background Paper and the content of the proposed submission 
version of the Hasting Planning Strategy, we raise concerns over the soundness of the Council's total housing 
requirement as set out within Paragraph 4.21 and Policy DS1. 

As the Local Planning Authority, Hasting Borough now has the responsibility to establish what the full, objectively 
assessed needs are for market and affordable housing which the Strategy is required to address in terms of the 
requirements of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). 

This is crucial to the soundness of the Strategy in terms of its consistency with national policy. Paragraph 159 of the 
Framework indicates that, amongst other things, the Strategic Housing Market Assessment should identify the scale of 
housing that meets household and population projections and caters for housing demand. Once this is established, and 
if the provision in the plan is less than (or greater than) the full, objectively assessed needs, then consideration can be 
given to the factors which have led to a different figure and their consistency with the other policies in the Framework. 

As per paragraph 76 of the Assessment of Housing Need Background Paper (May 2012), the Council acknowledges 
that the 'starting point for the Hastings target (3,400) is one based on the amount of development that is already 
committed,.....together with some new development opportunities and an allowance for windfall development' 
(paragraph 76). Setting a housing target based on an assumed dwelling capacity is a different concept to setting one 
based on the objectively assessed housing needs of a District. 

Within the Background Paper, the Council covers a range of scenarios from Zero Net Migration, trend based household 
projections, former housing market trends and trend-based labour demand. The outcome of this assessment is a range 
of between 0 and 441 dwellings per annum for Hastings Borough. 

With regard to the Zero Net Migration option, the NPPF specifically excludes such an approach with Paragraph 159 
advising that the scale and mix of housing should be to meet 'household and population projections, taking account of 
migration and demographic change'. (Paragraph 159 NPPF). The housing market trend approach would also conflict 
with paragraph 159 of the NPPF as this simply quantifies the previous level of housing building over a prescribed period 
of time and ignores future demographic changes and current housing need of the Borough. 

This would leave the two extremes of the assessment; the household projection trend based approach and the housing 
needs to support economic growth. With regard to the latter, it is concerning that the Council has concluded a zero 
housing requirement on the basis that there is a similar level of those on Job Seekers Allowance within the two 
administrative areas compared to the forecast growth in jobs. While the Council recognises this is a rather simplistic 
approach as those currently unemployed may not have the skills to address the future job creation, it is simplified even 
more by the assumption that each person claiming JSA is currently in suitable accommodation. Again, this approach 
does not address the housing needs of the Borough or fully assesses the household growth which would be needed to 
deliver the economic regeneration proposed. 

As an exercise therefore, it is considered that the only National Policy compliant (paragraph 159 NPPF) assessment of 
housing need is that contained within the household projection analysis (441 dpa), and this should be recognised within 
the Planning Strategy document. 

To restrict or seek to lower the housing requirement on the basis of the availability of site capacity and environmental 
factors are not sound socio-economic matters that are relevant to the calculation of full, objectively assessed housing 
needs. They might be factors to be taken into account when assessing whether the identified needs can be met in 
terms of other policies set out within the Planning Strategy. That however, would only come into play once the level of 
need had been established and would need to comply with the criteria of paragraph 14 of the NPPF, which states; 

'Local Plans should meet objectively assessed needs, with sufficient flexibility to adapt to rapid change, unless: 

* any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against 
the policies in this Framework taken as a whole; or 
* specific policies in this Framework indicate development should be restricted' 

Clearly there is a significant variation between the proposed annual requirement of 200 dpa and that which has been 
identified by the most recent household projections and the County Council's estimates (441 dpa). What is not clear 
within the Planning Strategy however is how the Council has concluded that the requirement should be 200 dpa, how 
this relates to paragraph 14 of the NPPF, and more so, what effect this will have on meeting the current and future 
housing need and demand within the Borough to 2028. 

If this level of requirement has been concluded purely on the basis of what is deemed to be suitable by the Council, (i.e. 
site capacity, as alluded to in paragraph 76 of the Housing Needs Background Paper), this would in our opinion fail the 
justified and consistent with National Policy test of soundness. 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3817 - 299 - Policy DS1: New Housing Development - i, ii, iii, iv 

3817 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy Policy DS1: New Housing Development 

Meeting the Affordable Housing Need 

We would draw a comparison between the Council's proposed total proposed housing provision of 3,400 dwellings and 
the quantum of people currently on the Housing Register (2,392 at March 2012). Such a level of affordable need would 
equate to 70% of the total housing proposed to be delivered over the 17 years of the plan period, and excludes those 
concealed households or those in need of an Intermediate Tenure product such as Shared Equity. 

It is noted that the Council acknowledge that this level of registered need remains persistently high. The reason for this 
is quite simply that not enough opportunities are afforded by the Council to deliver the level of housing stock needed. 
Again, as per the requirements of paragraph 159 in conjunction with paragraph 14 of the NPPF, the Council will need to 
set out specifically why this level of affordable need cannot be met. 

Addressing the Existing Shortfall 

In preparing its Planning Strategy, the Council has sought to wipe the slate clean in respect of the level of completions 
achieved since 2006 when compared against the South East Plan requirement. 

With an annual requirement of 210 dpa in the 5 year period from 2006 to 2011, the Council should have delivered a net 
gain of 1,050 dwellings. As per the latest Annual Monitoring Report net completions during this time came to 959 
dwellings, with a shortfall of 91 units. This under supply should therefore be made up for within the emerging Planning 
Strategy. 

Summary 

It is evident that in preparing its Planning Strategy the Council has made a policy judgement on the level of requirement 
to be delivered and that this judgement has been influenced by an assumed level of capacity. The process the Council 
has followed does not accord with the advice contained within the NPPF, which requires the full, objectively assessed 
needs of the area to be assessed and set out within the Planning Strategy. This socio-economic assessment should 
not be influenced by other factors such as environmental constraints in establishing both the open market and 
affordable housing need. Any deviation from the objectively assessed needs the Council wishes thereafter should be 
assessed in compliance with paragraph 14 of the NPPF. 

As part of the additional consultation regarding the six residential allocations, the Council has taken the step of 
assessing land within the wider AONB and deeming land acceptable in principle for release. This assessment will have 
examined the merits of each site against the need to deliver a prescribed housing requirement during the Plan Period. 

It is not the case that the Council is reliant on delivering housing from sites purely within the urban area and artificially 
raising the density to aid with increasing purely the quantum of housing. Indeed, within the Planning Strategy 
(paragraph 4.7), the Council acknowledge an existing bias towards smaller dwellings within the Borough, which will be 
compounded by the proposal to increase density within the urban area (paragraph 4.14). This is a conflict and one 
which ignores the need to deliver a range of house types during the course of the Plan Period, particularly where it is 
acknowledged that there is a current bias towards smaller dwellings. 

On the contrary, there are appropriate sites available to come forward on the fringe of the existing urban areas within 
the Borough, which could aid both numerically in meeting the objectively assessed needs, but also in delivering a range 
of dwelling types over the course of the Plan Period. 

To this end, we do not consider that the Plan has been prepared positively in exploring all possible opportunities for 
future housing growth to meet at least in part the objectively assessed housing needs. When taken with the conflict with 
the NPPF, we would contend that the Planning Strategy as currently drafted is unsound. 

Summary:	 Approach requires full, objectively assessed needs of area assessed and set out. Shouldn't be influenced by 
environmental constraints in establishing need. Deviation should comply with NPPF. 

Council has assessed merits of greenfield site allocations against need to deliver prescribed housing requirement. 
Council not reliant on delivering housing from urban area sites only. Conflict with bias towards smaller dwellings and 
increasing density against need to deliver range of house types. 

Appropriate sites available to come forward on urban fringe to meet objectively assessed needs. 

Plan not prepared positively in exploring all possible opportunities for future housing growth, not compliant with NPPF. 

Change to Plan	 Reconsideration of the housing target based upon the full objectively assessed needs is required to provide a robust 
figure. 

Appear at exam?	 Yes Soundness Tests i, ii, iii, iv 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3840 - 467 - Policy DS1: New Housing Development - None 

3840 Support 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy Policy DS1: New Housing Development 

Respondent: Rother District Council (Mrs Nichola Watters) [467] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: The overall quantum of housing development proposed is supported. 

Summary: The overall quantum of housing development proposed is supported. 

Change to Plan N/A 

Appear at exam? Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3986 - 938 - Policy DS1: New Housing Development - ii 

3986 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy Policy DS1: New Housing Development 

Respondent:	 Town and Counctry Planning Solutions (Mr Mike Agent: N/A 
Pickup) [938] 

Full Text:	 Objection to DS1, 4.24 & H3 - see attached 

Summary:	 The South East Plan remains part of the development plan system, in which Policy H1 sets out the Regional Housing 
Provision between 2006-2026. For Hastings the housing requirement is 4200 new dwellings, equivalent of 210 
dwellings per annum. 

Draft policy DS1 sets out a requirement for 3400 dwellings during the period 2011-2028, which is the equivalent of 200 
dwellings per year. If however, the South East Plan were to be extrapolated to cover the period of 2011-2028 at 210 
dwellings per annum, the requirement would be for 3570 dwellings ie.170 dwellings more than set out in draft policy 
DS1. 

Change to Plan	 No justification has been provided to adopt a requirement that is below that set out in policy H1 of the South East Plan. 
As such draft Policy DS1 is not legally compliant with the existing development plan and should be amended to require 
a further 170 dwellings to be provided in addition to the 3400 dwellings set out in the draft Policy for the period 2011
2028. 

Appear at exam?	 Yes Soundness Tests ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 





Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 

3995 Support 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 

S - 3995 - 1021 - Policy DS1: New Housing Development - None 

Policy DS1: New Housing Development 

Full Text: Support DS1, consistent with national policy. 

Respondent: Mr Clive Narrainen [1021] Agent: N/A 

Change to Plan 

Appear at exam? 

Summary: 

N/A 

Not Specified Soundness Tests 

Consistent with national policy. 

N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4045 - 341 - Policy DS1: New Housing Development - ii 

4045 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy Policy DS1: New Housing Development 

Respondent: Mrs Pam Brown [341] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: See attached. 

Summary:	 3,400 homes is too many for the town to assimulate as there are too few suitable sites for development remaining 
within our boundaries. Figure should be revised downwards. 

Change to Plan	 Revise figures downwards. 

Appear at exam?	 Yes Soundness Tests ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 







Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4057 - 338 - Policy DS1: New Housing Development - None 

4057 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy Policy DS1: New Housing Development 

Respondent: Ms Maureen Jarvis [338]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 see attached. 

Summary:	 3,400 net new homes is too great to the extent that it includes site allocations that are detrimental to the historic 
environment and therefore should be contrary to a number of the strategic objectives including the tourist industry 
which should be the first priority for the historic town. 

Change to Plan	 Site allocations that would damage the historic environment should be removed from allocation and the housing target 
should be reduced accordingly. 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests None 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 







Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4086 - 169 - Policy DS1: New Housing Development - i, iii 

4086 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy Policy DS1: New Housing Development 

Respondent: Mr A Ingleton [169] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: See attached. 

Summary:	 The town has almost reached saturation point for development and remaining areas should be sensitively developed to 
leave a historic town with character which will encourage tourism. 

Underprovision of greenspace new homes

Inadequate sportsfields - North East Hastings has no provision.


Change to Plan 

Appear at exam?	 Yes Soundness Tests i, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 







Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4100 - 169 - Policy DS1: New Housing Development - i, iii 

4100 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy Policy DS1: New Housing Development 

Respondent: Mr A Ingleton [169]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 See attached. 

Summary:	 England is the most densely populated country in Europe and Hastings has a density of 7 x the national density. The 
area of Hastings & St Leonards is confined by the sea. The proposed sites for housing have not been finally 
designated and the proposed densities are about the 30-40 dph in clause 8.2 so the figure of 1378 will not be achieved. 

Change to Plan	 The target for housing development will be 3000 net new homes for the period 2011-2028 (175 x 17 3000). Sites will 
be allocated in the Development Plan at the densities in clause 8.2 to meet this target. 

Appear at exam?	 Yes Soundness Tests i, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 







Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4119 - 340 - Policy DS1: New Housing Development - iv 

4119 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy Policy DS1: New Housing Development 

Respondent: Healthwatch/Link (Mr Laurence Keeley) [340] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: See attached. 

Summary:	 Older peoples care does not seem to be included, with an ageing population this needs to be addressed. See 
attachment on care homes & pension funds. 

Change to Plan 

Appear at exam? Yes Soundness Tests iv 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 











Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 4122 - 1096 - Policy DS1: New Housing Development - None 

4122 Support 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy Policy DS1: New Housing Development 

Respondent: Highways Agency (Andrew Oldland) [1096] Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 See attached. 

Summary:	 With respect to the housing strategy, emphasis has been placed on accommodating housing growth within urban areas 
with good access to public transport by increasing housing density and utilising brownfield land. This approach is 
welcomed and would help reduce the impact on the strategic road network to the north of the borough. 

Change to Plan	 N/A 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 





Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4139 - 683 - Policy DS1: New Housing Development - ii 

4139 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy Policy DS1: New Housing Development 

Respondent: Mr Don Wise [683]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 See attached. 

Summary:	 The new Develpment Plan in the glossary states in the last line 'provides site allocations for residential and employment 
development up to 2028'. To date mandatory obligations missing from planning applications and the face that 
developers ecologists only work round the central issues of wildlife consevation with misinformation and ploys with one 
idea in mind money. The New Borough Plan should allow an independent surveyor to check all future development 
sites. The serious situation across the borough at this time needs urgent correction. 

Change to Plan	 The new Development Plan is far too open to abuse and the continued destruction of habitat. All planning applications 
start at the planning department and case officers are responsible for follow up procedures and strict adherence to 106 
agreements. This is not happening at this time. Therefore, the soundness of the above must be brought into focus 
with much clearer meaning and adherence to laws and legislation dealing with wildlife conservation. 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 





Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 4146 - 664 - Policy DS1: New Housing Development - None 

4146 Support 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy Policy DS1: New Housing Development 

Respondent: East Sussex County Council (Mrs Ellen Reith) [664] Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 See attached. 

Summary:	 The overall level of growth proposed by DS1 & DS2 will require additional County Council infrastructure and services. 
These are outlined in the Infrastructure Delivery Plan, with the delivery of these interventions and schemes the 
necessary additional infrastructure capacity can be provided to support and accommodate the proposed growth. 
Further partnership work will be required through the preparation of subsequent Local Plan documents to identify more 
detailed requirements needed to support the delivery of specific site allocations. The County Council is happy to 
continue working closely with HBC to ensure this is achieved. 

Change to Plan	 N/A 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 









Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4201 - 194 - Policy DS1: New Housing Development - i, ii, iii 

4201 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy Policy DS1: New Housing Development 

Respondent: Mr Colin Simmons [194] Agent: Kember Loudon Williams Ltd (Mr Jon Williams) 
[193] 

Full Text: See attached. 

Summary:	 KLW consider the reasons for restrictions on new housing development to be unsound. The omission of Breadsell 
Lane as a strategic site allocation brings into question the soundness of the whole strategy and its approach to housing 
land allocations as a viable and deliverable area of land has been excluded on the basis of out of date and incorrect 
information. 

Change to Plan 

Appear at exam?	 Yes Soundness Tests i, ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 

































Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4210 - 194 - Policy DS1: New Housing Development - i, ii, iii 

4210 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy Policy DS1: New Housing Development 

Respondent: Mr Colin Simmons [194] Agent: Kember Loudon Williams Ltd (Mr Jon Williams) 
[193] 

Full Text: See attached. 

Summary: The policy is considered unsound for the reasons expressed before. 

Change to Plan 

Appear at exam? Yes Soundness Tests i, ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 





























Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3911 - 987 - 4.32 - i, ii, iii 

3911 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 4.32 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: 4.32 This is the same paragraph as 2.17 (page 16 of the report). 

£4.6m from the Government was spent on Enviro21 Innovation Park. It's devoid of tenants. The recession is blamed for 
the failure. Units are the 'wrong size'. A conference and banqueting centre stands idle, it's now in the Queensway 
Employment Corridor. Britain's economy across the period 1997-2007 was debt fuelled. Hastings borough council, Sea 
Space, Hastings & Bexhill Taskforce, Irish Banks, East Sussex Energy Infrastructure and Development, are 
irresponsible. What seemed like a good way of burning-off a wad of cash years ago doesn't look so clever now. 

Summary: 4.32 This is the same paragraph as 2.17 (page 16 of the report). 

£4.6m from the Government was spent on Enviro21 Innovation Park. It's devoid of tenants. The recession is blamed for 
the failure. Units are the 'wrong size'. A conference and banqueting centre stands idle, it's now in the Queensway 
Employment Corridor. Britain's economy across the period 1997-2007 was debt fuelled. Hastings borough council, Sea 
Space, Hastings & Bexhill Taskforce, Irish Banks, East Sussex Energy Infrastructure and Development, are 
irresponsible. What seemed like a good way of burning-off a wad of cash years ago doesn't look so clever now. 

Change to Plan More sound. 

Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests i, ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3912 - 987 - 4.33 - ii 

3912 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 4.33 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: 4.33 This is the same paragraph as 2.18 (page 16 of the report). 

Summary: 4.33 This is the same paragraph as 2.18 (page 16 of the report).


Change to Plan More sound.


Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests ii


Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3914 - 987 - 4.36 - i, ii, iii 

3914 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 4.36 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A


Full Text: 4.36 These tactics can be characterised as: Build It And They Will Come.


Summary: 4.36 These tactics can be characterised as: Build It And They Will Come.


Change to Plan More sound.


Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests i, ii, iii


Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3915 - 987 - 4.37 - i, ii, iii 

3915 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 4.37 

Full Text: 4.37 The ESLR numbers are not convincing. 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A 

Change to Plan 

Appear at exam? 

Summary: 

More sound. 

No Soundness Tests 

4.37 The ESLR numbers are not convincing. 

i, ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3916 - 987 - 4.38 - ii 

3916 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 4.38 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 4.38 Particular strengths for manufacturing in Hastings are vacuum pumps and contact lenses. 
Not many people know that. 

Summary:	 4.38 Particular strengths for manufacturing in Hastings are vacuum pumps and contact lenses. 
Not many people know that. 

Change to Plan	 More sound. 

Appear at exam?	 No Soundness Tests ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3842 - 467 - 4.41 - None 

3842 Support 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 4.41 

Respondent: Rother District Council (Mrs Nichola Watters) [467] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: The overall quantum of employment floorspace proposed is supported. 

Summary: The overall quantum of employment floorspace proposed is supported. 

Change to Plan N/A 

Appear at exam? Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3841 - 467 - Policy DS2: Employment Growth - None 

3841 Support 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy Policy DS2: Employment Growth 

Respondent: Rother District Council (Mrs Nichola Watters) [467] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: The overall quantum of employment floorspace proposed is supported. 

Summary: The overall quantum of employment floorspace proposed is supported. 

Change to Plan N/A 

Appear at exam? Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 4123 - 1096 - Policy DS2: Employment Growth - None 

4123 Support 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy Policy DS2: Employment Growth 

Respondent: Highways Agency (Andrew Oldland) [1096] Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 See attached. 

Summary:	 The strategy with respect to emploment land focuses primarily on delivering development in town centre locations. The 
importance of the link road in delivering employment land is recognised particularly with respect to the North East 
Bexhill proposal. Where sites are located outside the town centre it will be important to bring them forward with 
associated public transport improvements to reduce the impact of in commuting by car. 

Change to Plan	 N/A 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 





Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 4147 - 664 - Policy DS2: Employment Growth - None 

4147 Support 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy Policy DS2: Employment Growth 

Respondent: East Sussex County Council (Mrs Ellen Reith) [664] Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 See attached. 

Summary:	 Support the inclusion of this policy and welcome partnership work with Rother District Council. The Strategy needs to 
recognise that employment growth elsewhere in the county is also important to meet objectives, in particular links with 
Eastbourne. 

Change to Plan	 N/A 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 









Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3831 - 467 - 4.42 - None 

3831 Support 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 4.42 

Respondent: Rother District Council (Mrs Nichola Watters) [467] Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 Rother District Council support the reference to North East Bexhill as playing a complementary role to Hastings as an 
employment centre and also confirm the quatum of commercial development stated in paragraph 4.42. 

Summary:	 Rother District Council support the reference to North East Bexhill as playing a complementary role to Hastings as an 
employment centre and also confirm the quatum of commercial development stated in paragraph 4.42. 

Change to Plan	 N/A 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3917 - 987 - 4.43 - i, ii 

3917 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 4.43 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A


Full Text: 4.43 Considerable business confidence can be had for much less than £100,000,000.


Summary: 4.43 Considerable business confidence can be had for much less than £100,000,000.


Change to Plan More sound.


Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests i, ii


Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3919 - 987 - 4.46 - ii 

3919 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy 4.46 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 4.46 There could be up to 1,600 jobs from the growth of retailing up to 2028. 
There could be up to 2,200 jobs. There could be items at up to 70% Off, at Debenhams. 

Summary:	 4.46 There could be up to 1,600 jobs from the growth of retailing up to 2028. 
There could be up to 2,200 jobs. There could be items at up to 70% Off, at Debenhams. 

Change to Plan	 More sound. 

Appear at exam?	 No Soundness Tests ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3948 - 90 - Policy DS3: Location of Retail Development - i, ii, iii 

3948 Object 
Part Two - Chapter 4: The Development Strategy Policy DS3: Location of Retail Development 

Respondent: Mrs Janette Gallini [90] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: This does not reflect para 4.49 'support the retail role of Hastings and St Leonards town centres', nor FA2 'a modest 
quantity of retail development would be supported in Central St Leonards compatible with function as a district centre'. 
This policy is inconsistent as it suggests that St Leonards will only be considered after Hastings town centre rather than 
in its own right. There was no consultation on retail in St Leonards in 2011, but Preferred Approach 4 in 2008 [Location 
of Retail Development - Comparison Goods] gave 'an element of provision located in St Leonards District Centre' 

Summary: This does not reflect para 4.49 'support the retail role of Hastings and St Leonards town centres', nor FA2 'a modest 
quantity of retail development would be supported in Central St Leonards compatible with function as a district centre'. 
This policy is inconsistent as it suggests that St Leonards will only be considered after Hastings town centre rather than 
in its own right. There was no consultation on retail in St Leonards in 2011, but Preferred Approach 4 in 2008 [Location 
of Retail Development - Comparison Goods] gave 'an element of provision located in St Leonards District Centre' 

Change to Plan At the end of the first paragraph add the statement from Preferred Approach 4 'with an element of provision located in 
St Leonards District Centre' 

Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests i, ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 





Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3847 - 467 - 5.8 - ii 

3847 Object 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas 5.8 

Respondent: Rother District Council (Mrs Nichola Watters) [467] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: Rother District Council object to the reference to renewable energy generation in the Combe Valley Countryside Park 
(and to the inclusion of an area identified on the key diagram is shown in the Rother District boundary), as no 
comprehensive assessment has been made to determine this is the most appropriate area. Further investigative work 
is required to determine the most suitable location and therefore it is not appropriate to limit this potential to the Combe 
Valley Countryside Park, particularly given its objectives (nature conservation, recreation and strategic gap). It is 
considered more appropriate to make policy references to the fringes of Hastings and duly qualify the regard to the 
above issues in identifying any suitable locations. 

Summary: Rother District Council object to the reference to renewable energy generation in the Combe Valley Countryside Park, 
as no comprehensive assessment has been made to determine this is the most appropriate area. Further investigative 
work is required to determine the most suitable location and therefore it is not appropriate to limit this potential to the 
Combe Valley Countryside Park, particularly given its objectives (nature conservation, recreation and strategic gap). It 
is considered more appropriate to make policy references to the fringes of Hastings and duly qualify the regard to the 
above issues in identifying any suitable locations. 

Change to Plan It is considered more appropriate to make policy references to the fringes of Hastings and duly qualify the regard to the 
above issues in identifying any suitable locations. 

Appear at exam? Yes Soundness Tests ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3890 - 292 - 5.15 - None 

3890 Support 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas	 5.15 

Respondent: Bourne Leisure Ltd. [292] Agent:	 Nathaniel Lichfield and Partners (Ms Frances 
Young) [291] 

Full Text:	 Strategy for the Western Area 
Combe Valley Countryside Park 

Bourne Leisure supports the vision for the Combe Valley Countryside Park, as set out at paragraph 5.15, which is to 
"create and manage a high quality sustainable, attractive and accessible multifunctional countryside area to serve the 
recreational and economic needs of residents and visitors" and considers that this will have a beneficial effect on 
tourism in the Borough. 

Summary:	 Strategy for the Western Area 
Combe Valley Countryside Park 

Bourne Leisure supports the vision for the Combe Valley Countryside Park, as set out at paragraph 5.15, which is to 
"create and manage a high quality sustainable, attractive and accessible multifunctional countryside area to serve the 
recreational and economic needs of residents and visitors" and considers that this will have a beneficial effect on 
tourism in the Borough. 

Change to Plan	 N/A 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3898 - 292 - 5.23 - None 

3898 Support 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas	 5.23 

Respondent: Bourne Leisure Ltd. [292] Agent:	 Nathaniel Lichfield and Partners (Ms Frances 
Young) [291] 

Full Text:	 Areas of Flood Risk 

Bourne Leisure notes that paragraph 5.23 refers to flooding being a key issue within parts of Western area and 
specifically identifies that flood zones 2 and 3 encompass areas along Combe Haven between Pebsham and the 
Combe Haven Holiday Park. Paragraph 5.23 continues that development in these areas will need to demonstrate how 
flood risk has been addressed in accordance with Policy SC7, through the application of the sequential and exception 
tests where necessary, and the submission of detailed flood risk assessments. 

Whilst Bourne Leisure accepts in principle the need for risk-based sequential and exception tests to be undertaken, the 
Company considers that paragraph 5.23 should be amended to state that full account will also be taken of: the specific 
characteristics and vulnerability of any existing or proposed land use; whether the residual risks of flooding to people 
and property are acceptable and can be satisfactorily managed; and whether the proposed development makes a 
positive contribution to reducing or managing flood risk. 

The Company considers that this approach would be more effective, given the aims at paragraph 5.9 and within Policy 
FA1 to increase housing, employment and tourism in the area. 

Summary:	 Bourne Leisure considers that paragraph 5.23 should be amended to state that full account will also be taken of: the 
specific characteristics and vulnerability of any existing or proposed land use; whether the residual risks of flooding to 
people and property are acceptable and can be satisfactorily managed; and whether the proposed development makes 
a positive contribution to reducing or managing flood risk. 

Change to Plan	 N/A 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3848 - 467 - Policy FA1: Strategic Policy for Western Area - ii 

3848 Object 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas Policy FA1: Strategic Policy for Western Area 

Respondent: Rother District Council (Mrs Nichola Watters) [467] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: Rother District Council object to the reference to renewable energy generation in the Combe Valley Countryside Park 
(and to the inclusion of an area identified on the key diagram is shown in the Rother District boundary), as no 
comprehensive assessment has been made to determine this is the most appropriate area. Further investigative work 
is required to determine the most suitable location and therefore it is not appropriate to limit this potential to the Combe 
Valley Countryside Park, particularly given its objectives (nature conservation, recreation and strategic gap). It is 
considered more appropriate to make policy references to the fringes of Hastings and duly qualify the regard to the 
above issues in identifying any suitable locations. 

Summary: Rother District Council object to the reference to renewable energy generation in the Combe Valley Countryside Park, 
as no comprehensive assessment has been made to determine this is the most appropriate area. Further investigative 
work is required to determine the most suitable location and therefore it is not appropriate to limit this potential to the 
Combe Valley Countryside Park, particularly given its objectives (nature conservation, recreation and strategic gap). It 
is considered more appropriate to make policy references to the fringes of Hastings and duly qualify the regard to the 
above issues in identifying any suitable locations. 

Change to Plan It is considered more appropriate to make policy references to the fringes of Hastings and duly qualify the regard to the 
above issues in identifying any suitable locations. 

Appear at exam? Yes Soundness Tests ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3907 - 292 - Policy FA1: Strategic Policy for Western Area - None 

3907 Support 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas	 Policy FA1: Strategic Policy for Western Area 

Respondent: Bourne Leisure Ltd. [292] Agent: Nathaniel Lichfield and Partners (Ms Frances 
Young) [291] 

Full Text: Policy FA1: Strategic Policy for Western Area 

Bourne Leisure supports point (c) of Policy FA1 which states that in the Western Area, the Council will:

c) encourage the retention of existing and provision of more high quality visitor accommodation along the Seafront, the

main arterial routes and close to other generators of demand.


However, the Company considers that it is important too, to promote tourism generally throughout the Western area, in

order to achieve Objective 7b.


Policy FA1 also states that the Council will:

k) direct development to areas at the lowest risk of flooding and require site specific Flood Risk Assessments to be

provided for development in areas at a higher risk as identified in the Strategic Risk Assessment- in the vicinity of

Bulvehythe and West Marina and the Combe Haven River..";


In regard to point (k), Bourne Leisure would reiterate the comments made on supporting paragraph 5.23 i.e. that whilst

Bourne Leisure accepts in principle the need for risk-based sequential and exception tests to be undertaken, full

account should also be taken of: the specific characteristics and vulnerability of any existing or proposed land use;

whether the residual risks of flooding to people and property are acceptable and can be satisfactorily managed; and

whether the proposed development makes a positive contribution to reducing or managing flood risk.


The Company considers that this approach would be more effective, given the aims at paragraph 5.9 and within Policy

FA1 to increase housing, employment and tourism in the area.


Summary:	 Bourne Leisure supports point (c) of Policy FA1, which encourages the retention of existing and provision of more high 
quality visitor accommodation in specific locations, but considers that it is important to promote tourism generally 
throughout the Western area. 

In regard to point (k) of Policy FA1, Bourne Leisure would reiterate the need to take account of the specific 
characteristics and vulnerability of any existing or proposed land use; whether the residual risks of flooding are 
acceptable and can be satisfactorily managed; and whether the proposed development makes a positive contribution to 
reducing or managing flood risk. 

Change to Plan	 N/A 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 4035 - 118 - Policy FA1: Strategic Policy for Western Area - None 

4035 Support 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas Policy FA1: Strategic Policy for Western Area 

Respondent:	 Campaign for Better Transport East Sussex (Mr Agent: N/A 
Derrick Coffee) [118] 

Full Text:	 See attached. 

Summary:	 Comments made in support of the following: 
- securing employment development & visitor accommodation subject to sustainable transport 
- Research & development facilities & education infrastructure 
- Combe Valley Countryside Park & green spaces network 
- Flood risk control 

Change to Plan	 N/A 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 







Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4036 - 118 - Policy FA1: Strategic Policy for Western Area - ii 

4036 Object 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas Policy FA1: Strategic Policy for Western Area 

Respondent:	 Campaign for Better Transport East Sussex (Mr Agent: N/A 
Derrick Coffee) [118] 

Full Text:	 See attached. 

Summary:	 Objections to policy include: 
- Queensway employment corridor is unsustainable & harmful to the environment 
- West Marina development should be non car dependent and have high frequency rail travel 
- Object to Link Road 
- Acadamy terminology should be revised 

Change to Plan 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 







Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4182 - 1096 - Policy FA1: Strategic Policy for Western Area - iii 

4182 Object 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas	 Policy FA1: Strategic Policy for Western Area 

Respondent: Highways Agency (Andrew Oldland) [1096] Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 See attached. 

Summary:	 The Western area contains the planning focus areas of Little Ridge & Ashdown; Greater Hollington & Filsham & 
Bulverhythe and is proposed between 1,100-1,290 dwellings and 36,700m2 employment floorspace. Little Ridge & 
Ashdown and Filsham & Bulverhythe in particular are closely located to the A21 and A259 respectively. Development 
proposed in these areas will need to come forward with sustainable transport infrastructure to help minimise the impact 
on the strategic road network. 

Change to Plan 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 





Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4213 - 194 - Policy FA1: Strategic Policy for Western Area - i, ii, iii 

4213 Object 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas	 Policy FA1: Strategic Policy for Western Area 

Respondent: Mr Colin Simmons [194] Agent: Kember Loudon Williams Ltd (Mr Jon Williams) 
[193] 

Full Text: See attached. 

Summary:	 Purpose of sub-area basis (planning focus areas) is unclear. However, Little Ridge & Ashdown is capable of providing 
more housing as land that has been excluded on the western edge of the Borough is suitable for development. 

Change to Plan	 Increase range in Little Ridge & Ashdown to 670-730. Include Breadsell Lane without causing harm to the remaining 
objectives in this policy. 

Appear at exam?	 Yes Soundness Tests i, ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 































Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3921 - 987 - 5.28 - ii, iii 

3921 Object 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas	 5.28 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 5.28 There is no evidence that additional offices and retail developments at Priory Quarter will contribute positively to 
the local economy. 

Summary:	 5.28 There is no evidence that additional offices and retail developments at Priory Quarter will contribute positively to 
the local economy. 

Change to Plan	 More sound. 

Appear at exam?	 No Soundness Tests ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3923 - 987 - 5.30 - ii 

3923 Object 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas 5.30 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: 5.30 Student accommodation, where and when? 

Summary: 5.30 Student accommodation, where and when?


Change to Plan More sound.


Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests ii


Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3949 - 90 - 5.30 - i, ii, iii 

3949 Object 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas 5.30 

Respondent: Mrs Janette Gallini [90] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: It is not justified in sustainable terms tp always make Hastings the prime recipient of money and effort. While Castle's 
SOA IMD ranks are low : 2621, 766, 2319, 6163, they are considerably better than those of Central St Leonards - 331, 
966, 1134, 2425. This proves the inefficacy of making a conurbation out of the two towns - by placing both town centres 
in the same Area, only one can be the focus, and of the two areas, Central St Leonards needs more help. In recent 
years Central St Leonards has been designated as a location for student accomodation, to support regeneration 
completely ignoring the fact that the town already has too many transient residents, and that students are about the 
most transient of them all. 

One thing the students complain of is the fact that there is nothing to do. Some consideration of an evening and 
nightime economy would be nice - at present it consists of people driving in from all parts of the Borough to avail 
themselves of the parade of takeaways that has been allowed to grow up, causing traffic, noise and litter that is nothing 
to do with the community itself. 

Summary: It is not justified in sustainable terms to always make Hastings the prime recipient of money and effort. While Castle's 
SOA IMD ranks are low : 2621, 766, 2319, 6163, they are considerably better than those of Central St Leonards - 331, 
966, 1134, 2425. This proves the inefficacy of making a conurbation out of the two towns - by placing both town centres 
in the same Area, only one can be the focus, and of the two areas, Central St Leonards needs more help. 

Change to Plan Reconsider your priorities in terms of creating and maintaining sustainable communities in the Central area. 

Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests i, ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3950 - 90 - 5.31 - i, ii, iii 

3950 Object 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas 5.31 

Respondent: Mrs Janette Gallini [90] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: This ignores the serious lack of community facilities, open space, and sports provision in Central St Leonards; and fails 
to make any commitment to improving those provisions. The strategy focuses on housing and the retail offer but 
residents also need facilities for meeting as a community, and for sports to help combat the poor health statistics of the 
community. Crystal Square was mooted in 2004 as a mix of retail, community facilities and housing. It is now relegated 
to the 'later part of the Plan period' [DMPconsultation 2012, p125]; it should be promoted as a matter of urgency. 

Summary: This ignores the serious lack of community facilities, open space, and sports provision in Central St Leonards; and fails 
to make any commitment to improving those provisions. The strategy focuses on housing and the retail offer but 
residents also need facilities for meeting as a community, and for sports to help combat the poor health statistics of the 
community. Crystal Square was mooted in 2004 as a mix of retail, community facilities and housing. It is now relegated 
to the 'later part of the Plan period' [DMPconsultation 2012, p125]; it should be promoted as a matter of urgency. 

Change to Plan Insert 'We will look for ways in which the Crystal Square development can be expedited to provide a mix of retail, 
community facilities and housing to give a real boost to the centre of the town' 

Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests i, ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3951 - 90 - 5.34 - i, ii, iii 

3951 Object 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas	 5.34 

Respondent: Mrs Janette Gallini [90]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 Unjustified in its characterisation. The 'key parks and open spaces' you mention are not near Central St Leonards and 
the Maze Hill/Burton St Leonard Areas. If you insist on creating this vast administrative area, at least describe it 
accurately and inclusively. The high density to which you refer is largely in the southern part, which in the west is very 
inadequately served, relying on White Rock Gardens, Gensing Gardens, Warrior Square ands St Leonards Gardens, 
none of which are anything like as extensive as the provision enjoyed by residents further north in the lower density 
areas. 

Summary:	 Unjustified in its characterisation. The 'key parks and open spaces' you mention are not near Central St Leonards and 
the Maze Hill/Burton St Leonard Areas. If you insist on creating this vast administrative area, at least describe it 
accurately and inclusively. The high density to which you refer is largely in the southern part, which in the west is very 
inadequately served, relying on White Rock Gardens, Gensing Gardens, Warrior Square ands St Leonards Gardens, 
none of which are anything like as extensive as the provision enjoyed by residents further north in the lower density 
areas. 

Change to Plan	 Rewrite to give a more truthful overview of open space provision. Saying that it is important for residents to have 
access to good quality open space is not the same as ensuring that they have that access. 

Appear at exam?	 No Soundness Tests i, ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3952 - 90 - Policy FA2: Strategic Policy for Central Area - i, ii, iii 

3952 Object 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas	 Policy FA2: Strategic Policy for Central Area 

Respondent: Mrs Janette Gallini [90]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 The quotas for Maze Hill and Central St Leonards assume major sites delivering high density housing, but in both 
cases high density is inappropriate - Maze Hill because it will seriously damage the quality of the conservation area, 
and Central because it will intensify and expand the overcrowding, and damage the quality of life of existing residents, 
which is already in the bottom 2% nationally for living environment. 

In 2011 Mr Alan Pink wrote 'St Leonards comes over as Hastings' poor relation' to which you replied:

'St Leonards does contain some of the most deprived areas and worst housing conditions in the town and this needs to

be faced up to - it is not a 'poor relation' of Hastings, but is a part of the Borough with huge potential and the plan seeks

ways to emphasise and develop opportunities to make the most of the area's character and communities.


The areas' character and communities need room to breathe. Recognising that development will take place on these

two sites, nevertheless it would be equitable to reduce the housing quota to that of Hastings Town Centre.


My objection in 2011 over high density in Focus Area 6 brought this reply:

'The higher density of units proposed for this area reflects the existence of sites where the economics of development

mean that only higher density development is viable. Greater Hollington has more sites which do not require such high

density development to be viable.'


As communities, are we to be held to ransom by developers who claim they cannot afford to build at the density of

housing we would prefer? And perhaps, if it is easier and cheaper to build in Greater Hollington, the quota for that area

could be increased?


Summary:	 Quotas for Maze Hill and Central St Leonards assume major sites delivering high density housing, but in both cases 
this is inappropriate - Maze Hill because it will seriously damage the quality of the conservation area, and Central 
because it will expand the area of overcrowding, damaging the quality of life of existing residents, which is already in 
the bottom 2% nationally for living environment The areas' character and communities need room to breathe. 
Recognising that development will take place on these two sites, nevertheless it would be equitable to reduce the 
housing quota to that of Hastings Town Centre. 

Change to Plan	 Reduce Maze Hill [220 -280] and Central St Leonards [240-300] both to 200-240. 

Appear at exam?	 No Soundness Tests i, ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3953 - 90 - Policy FA2: Strategic Policy for Central Area - ii, iii 

3953 Object 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas Policy FA2: Strategic Policy for Central Area 

Respondent: Mrs Janette Gallini [90] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: This is not justified in excluding Burtons' St Leonards, a high value heritage asset, from special mention; compare 
Hastings Old Town, FA5 [d]. 
Paragraphs 2.39 and 2.49 [Vision for Hastings], Strategic Objectives 3[e] and 7[b], paragraph 5.36 [Cultural 
opportunities in Central Area], paragraph 5.65 [Tourism and the Seafront], and Policies FA6 [Strategic policies for the 
Seafront] and E4 [Tourism and visitors] will be rendered less effective if it is not included in policy. 
There has never been any consultation about the role of Burton's St Leonards in the town, nor any dedicated marketing 
strategy; what a waste of a resource. 

Summary: This is not justified in excluding Burtons' St Leonards, a high value heritage asset, from special mention; compare 
Hastings Old Town, FA5 [d]. 
Paragraphs 2.39 and 2.49 [Vision for Hastings], Strategic Objectives 3[e] and 7[b], paragraph 5.36 [Cultural 
opportunities in Central Area], paragraph 5.65 [Tourism and the Seafront], and Policies FA6 [Strategic policies for the 
Seafront] and E4 [Tourism and visitors] will be rendered less effective if it is not included in policy. 
There has never been any consultation about the role of Burton's St Leonards in the town, nor any dedicated marketing 
strategy; what a waste of a resource. 

Change to Plan Insert a clause in Policy FA2 to mirror that of FA5 [d] 'protect and maintain the unique townscape of Burton's St 
Leonards, a visitor attraction in its own right.' 

Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3954 - 90 - Policy FA2: Strategic Policy for Central Area - ii 

3954 Object 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas Policy FA2: Strategic Policy for Central Area 

Respondent: Mrs Janette Gallini [90] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: This is not justified in omitting White Rock Gardens from inclusion in the green spaces network that are to be 
maintained, protected and enhanced. The Oval in particular functions for Central St Leonards as the East and West 
Hills do for Hastings; that is, as an upland open area from which you may enjoy views and spaciousness. Given the 
high density of housing, and the similarly dense population, its role is vital. It is also a crucial link if the Greenway 
project is ever to be extended into central St Leonards. 

Summary: This is not justified in omitting White Rock Gardens from inclusion in the green spaces network that are to be 
maintained, protected and enhanced. The Oval in particular functions for Central St Leonards as the East and West 
Hills do for Hastings; that is, as an upland open area from which you may enjoy views and spaciousness. Given the 
high density of housing, and the similarly dense population, its role is vital. It is also a crucial link if the Greenway 
project is ever to be extended into central St Leonards. 

Change to Plan Add White Rock Gardens to the list in clause [h] 

Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 4037 - 118 - Policy FA2: Strategic Policy for Central Area - None 

4037 Support 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas Policy FA2: Strategic Policy for Central Area 

Full Text: See attached. 

Respondent: Campaign for Better Transport East Sussex (Mr 
Derrick Coffee) [118] 

Agent: N/A 

Change to Plan 

Summary: 

N/A 

Broadly support all elements of this policy. 

Appear at exam? Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 





Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4059 - 338 - Policy FA2: Strategic Policy for Central Area - None 

4059 Object 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas	 Policy FA2: Strategic Policy for Central Area 

Respondent: Ms Maureen Jarvis [338]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 see attached. 

Summary:	 The target range for housing of 240-300 is too high to the extent that it includes site allocations in sensitive 
conservation areas that would be highly detrimental to the historic enviornment and would therefore be contrary to 
strategic objectives. 

Change to Plan	 Site allocations that would damage the historic environment should be removed from allocation and the housing target 
should be removed accordingly. 
No 7 storey block in St Leonards Warrior Sq Station conservation area. This historic area needs to retain its unique 
character (should be listed) this way there would be an interesting difference from Hastings Stn area 2.53, 2.54, 2.55. 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests None 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 







Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4060 - 338 - Policy FA2: Strategic Policy for Central Area - None 

4060 Object 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas	 Policy FA2: Strategic Policy for Central Area 

Respondent: Ms Maureen Jarvis [338]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 see attached. 

Summary:	 The whole of White Rock Gardens including the Oval and the north and south of the convent should be designated as 
open space. Central St Leonards has very high levels of population and deprivation. 80% of the HMOs are in the 4 
wards in closest proximity to them (East Sussex in Figures, ESCC). Parts of this open space are beginning to look 
neglected eg. tennis courts (no lottery or sports grants applied for so far?). 

Change to Plan	 All this precious green space should be designated open space. It should be referred to as Pugin and Wardels St 
Leonards as it contains Grade2* listed buildings and a wealth of unlisted buildings of great architectural merit which are 
in close proximity to it. None of which are recognised on most maps. In future please could you refer to it in this way 
as you do for Burtons St Leonards. 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests None 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 







Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3925 - 987 - 5.39 - ii 

3925 Object 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas	 5.39 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 5.39 j) The demolition of Havelock Mansions, Havelock Road, for an office building, is contrary to this strategy. 
Havelock Mansions should've been polished, not demolished. 

Summary:	 5.39 j) The demolition of Havelock Mansions, Havelock Road, for an office building, is contrary to this strategy. 
Havelock Mansions should've been polished, not demolished. 

Change to Plan	 More sound. 

Appear at exam?	 No Soundness Tests ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 4038 - 118 - Policy FA3: Strategy for Hastings Town Centre - None 

4038 Support 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas Policy FA3: Strategy for Hastings Town Centre 

Respondent:	 Campaign for Better Transport East Sussex (Mr Agent: N/A 
Derrick Coffee) [118] 

Full Text:	 See attached. 

Summary:	 General support for all elements of policy. Suggest amendment to working to ensure "achieve" better accessibility 
rather than "promote" 

Change to Plan	 N/A 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 





Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3926 - 987 - 5.44 - None 

3926 Support 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas	 5.44 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 5.44 A positive attitude to the development and use of existing commercial and employment spaces is essential, and 
difficult to generate on all the concrete installed a few years ago. 

Summary:	 5.44 A positive attitude to the development and use of existing commercial and employment spaces is essential, and 
difficult to generate on all the concrete installed a few years ago. 

Change to Plan	 N/A 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3865 - 309 - Policy FA4: Strategy for Central St Leonards - i, ii, iii 

3865 Object 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas Policy FA4: Strategy for Central St Leonards 

Respondent: Lee Wilson [309] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: The statement under (a) "support the development of key sites in Central St Leonards, including the former Hastings 
College site in Archery Road" is incorrect. The college site is NOT in Central St Leonards. It is in Maze Hill Ward and 
the West St Leonards Conservation Area. To include it in the Central area is misleading, inappropriate and a distortion 
of subsequent housing allocations. 

Summary: The statement under (a) "support the development of key sites in Central St Leonards, including the former Hastings 
College site in Archery Road" is incorrect. The college site is NOT in Central St Leonards. It is in Maze Hill Ward and 
the West St Leonards Conservation Area. To include it in the Central area is misleading, inappropriate and a distortion 
of subsequent housing allocations. 

Change to Plan Remove the reference to "the former Hastings College site in Archery Road". 

Appear at exam? Yes Soundness Tests i, ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3955 - 90 - Policy FA4: Strategy for Central St Leonards - ii 

3955 Object 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas	 Policy FA4: Strategy for Central St Leonards 

Respondent: Mrs Janette Gallini [90]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 Clause [a] 
OBJECT 
This is not justified in its inclusion of the Archery Road site in Central St Leonards. In 2008 it was wrongly included in 
Central St Leonards, but as part of South St Leonards Area, 
before the imposition of the Focus areas. Following their introduction, it should have become apparent that this site was 
not relevant under this policy. Its inclusion suggests that it comes under the designation of a town centre, and therefore 
high density, site, whereas the Archery Road area is of a lower density, more suburban nature. 

Summary:	 Clause [a] 
OBJECT 
This is not justified in its inclusion of the Archery Road site in Central St Leonards. In 2008 it was wrongly included in 
Central St Leonards, but as part of South St Leonards Area, 
before the imposition of the Focus areas. Following their introduction, it should have become apparent that this site was 
not relevant under this policy. Its inclusion suggests that it comes under the designation of a town centre, and therefore 
high density, site, whereas the Archery Road area is of a lower density, more suburban nature. 

Change to Plan	 Remove the reference to the Archery Road site from the policy. 

Appear at exam?	 No Soundness Tests ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 4039 - 118 - Policy FA4: Strategy for Central St Leonards - None 

4039 Support 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas	 Policy FA4: Strategy for Central St Leonards 

Respondent:	 Campaign for Better Transport East Sussex (Mr Agent: N/A 
Derrick Coffee) [118] 

Full Text:	 See attached. 

Summary:	 General support for all elements of policy, suggest amendment to wording to ensure "achieve" better accessibility 
rather than "promote". 

Change to Plan	 N/A 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 





Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3835 - 467 - 5.56 - None 

3835 Support 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas 5.56 

Respondent: Rother District Council (Mrs Nichola Watters) [467] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: Rother District Council (RDC) support the inclusion of adopting a joined up approach with RDC to the use and 
management of land between Ivyhouse Lane and Rock Lane, to secure improvements in association with development 
in the locality. This approach is in line with Policy HF1: The Hastings Fringes, in the Rother District Council Proposed 
Submission Core Strategy (incorporating focused amendments). 

Summary: Rother District Council (RDC) support the inclusion of adopting a joined up approach with RDC to the use and 
management of land between Ivyhouse Lane and Rock Lane, to secure improvements in association with development 
in the locality. This approach is in line with Policy HF1: The Hastings Fringes, in the Rother District Council Proposed 
Submission Core Strategy (incorporating focused amendments). 

Change to Plan N/A 

Appear at exam? Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3806 - 299 - Policy FA5: Strategic Policy for Eastern Area - i, ii, iii, iv 

3806 Object 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas	 Policy FA5: Strategic Policy for Eastern Area 

Respondent: Mr Stuart Lyons [299]	 Agent: Mr Stuart Garnett [293] 

Full Text:	 The Hillcrest and Ore valley (Focus Area 11 or FA11)identifies a range of 440-540 dwellings. Potential allocations for 
FA11 in the Development Management Plan (DMP) consultation document includes 10 sites comprising 358 dwellings 
to be allocated (comprising allocated Local Plan sites, extant permissions and 2 sites have no planning status). In 
addition, the DMP identifies a further 3 sites comprising a total of 102 dwellings as under construction. This figure of 
460 is within the range stated in Policy FA5. 

It is essential that the policy is flexible to ensure sufficient sites are identified over the plan period to provide adequate 
housing supply, particularly as some of the proposed allocation sites may not be delivered. The land at Rock Lane is 
capable of being delivered within five years, has a willing landowner, and the site is relatively unconstrained with the 
exception of its designation within the AONB for which the impacts of development can be mitigated through 
enhancement of the AONB. The potential allocation of a nearby site at Winchelsea Lane in the AONB through the 
focused consultation of the DMP is indicative that the settlement boundary is capable of being amended through 
appropriate development. The inclusion of the site at Rock Lane for development (approx. 30 dwellings) would be 
consistent with the range specified at Table 5 of Policy FA5. 

Policy FA5(a) and paragraph 5.56 specifically refer to our client's land at Rock Lane (consistent with Objective 5h), 
which states HBC has adopted a joined up approach with Rother District Council (RDC) for development of the land in 
association with securing environmental and access improvements to the AONB. This policy confirms HBC accepts the 
principle for development of land west of Rock Lane, albeit only within the adminstrative area of Rother. This land is 
currently under the private ownership of our client and therefore, to achieve environmental and access improvements to 
the AONB will require development to unlock the site, subject to development viability. Without development being 
permitted on part of the site there is no incentive for the landowner to provide the desired improvements on his land. 

HBC's current approach fails the tests of soundness because the achievement of Policy FA5(a) is reliant on Rother 
securing development on land within their administrative area and the associated improvements from our client's land. 
There can be no obligation on the landowner to deliver improvements on land within Hastings where no development is 
proposed. The current approach by HBC misses the opportunity to apply a joined up approach to facilitate development 
within both Rother and Hastings administrative areas and associated improvements. HBC should adopt a positive 
approach to facilitate development and improvements on land within their boundary to apply a genuine joined up 
approach with Rother and comply with the duty to co-operate. 

Securing an appropriate amount of development along the frontage of Rock Lane would be consistent with the potential 
development on my client's land to the north within the administrative boundary of Rother and the existing ribbon of 
development further to the north beyond. Achieving an appropriate and modest extension to the settlement boundary 
would provide the opportunity to enhance and access the remaining 2+ha of undeveloped land to the west for public 
benefit. Achievement of this policy will require positive discussions with both Authorities, the landowner and/or a 
developer subject to development viability. 

There are currently no rights of way into the AONB in the immediate locality. The release of some land for residential 
development could potentially deliver wider benefits to the public to make the AONB accessible in this location and 
meet HBC's Objectives and Policies. Furthermore, it would also address National Planning Policy Framework paras 
115 and 116, as development would be in the public interest due to the potential improvements to the AONB, there is a 
need for housing development in the Borough and this site is a suitable location for development given its adjacency to 
the settlement boundary and it is possible to moderate the impacts of development with the potential for improvements. 

Policies SC1 and EN4 are relevant in respect of this representation. 

Summary:	 Flexibility required to deliver sufficient sites over plan period. FA5(a) refers to our client's land, deliver in plan period 
and within range for Hillcrest and Ore Valley (Table 5). 
Development could bring forward environmental/access improvements to AONB for wider public benefit and provide 
incentive for landowner to open up land. 
HBC accept principle for development on land within Rother. Positive approach required to achieve genuine joined up 
approach and satisfy duty to co-operate. 
Development in public interest to provide additional housing in suitable location and potential for AONB improvements 
to moderate its impact - NPPF compliance. 

Change to Plan	 The land west of Rock Lane should be identified as a potential site allocation through the Development Management 
Plan to assist with the achievement of the Local Plan objectives and policies. By securing this positive change to the 
plan, this would enable delivery of Policy FA5(a) as currently worded. 

Appear at exam?	 Yes Soundness Tests i, ii, iii, iv 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 3836 - 467 - Policy FA5: Strategic Policy for Eastern Area - None 

3836 Support 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas Policy FA5: Strategic Policy for Eastern Area 

Respondent: Rother District Council (Mrs Nichola Watters) [467] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: Rother District Council (RDC) support the inclusion of adopting a joined up approach with RDC to the use and 
management of land between Ivyhouse Lane and Rock Lane, to secure improvements in association with development 
in the locality. This approach is in line with Policy HF1: The Hastings Fringes, in the Rother District Council Proposed 
Submission Core Strategy (incorporating focused amendments). 

Summary: Rother District Council (RDC) support the inclusion of adopting a joined up approach with RDC to the use and 
management of land between Ivyhouse Lane and Rock Lane, to secure improvements in association with development 
in the locality. This approach is in line with Policy HF1: The Hastings Fringes, in the Rother District Council Proposed 
Submission Core Strategy (incorporating focused amendments). 

Change to Plan N/A 

Appear at exam? Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 4040 - 118 - Policy FA5: Strategic Policy for Eastern Area - None 

4040 Support 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas	 Policy FA5: Strategic Policy for Eastern Area 

Respondent:	 Campaign for Better Transport East Sussex (Mr Agent: N/A 
Derrick Coffee) [118] 

Full Text:	 See attached. 

Summary:	 General support for all elements of policy. Suggest amendment to wording to ensure "achieve" better accessibility 
rather than "promote" 

Change to Plan	 N/A 

Appear at exam?	 Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 





Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4046 - 341 - Policy FA5: Strategic Policy for Eastern Area - ii 

4046 Object 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas	 Policy FA5: Strategic Policy for Eastern Area 

Respondent: Mrs Pam Brown [341] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: See attached. 

Summary:	 m) 'at least 40 dwellings per hectare is too high for any area of the borough. Should be reduced to 30 dwellings per 
hectare. 

Change to Plan	 Reduce density figures to 30 dwellings per hectare. 

Appear at exam?	 Yes Soundness Tests ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 







Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4087 - 169 - Policy FA5: Strategic Policy for Eastern Area - i, ii 

4087 Object 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas Policy FA5: Strategic Policy for Eastern Area 

Respondent: Mr A Ingleton [169] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: See attached. 

Summary: g) Includes Speckled Wood a wooded gill as a SSSI for option C of the recent consultation. 

No mention of the Greenway. 

Change to Plan omit at least and include in the region of 

Greenway routes must be put on Proposals Map and protection of the route from development must be included. 

Appear at exam? Yes Soundness Tests i, ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 







Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4094 - 169 - Policy FA5: Strategic Policy for Eastern Area - i, ii, iii 

4094 Object 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas	 Policy FA5: Strategic Policy for Eastern Area 

Respondent: Mr A Ingleton [169]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 See attached. 

Summary:	 The planning focus areas were arbitarily produced and not consulted on. It is inappropriate for 11 Hillcrest and Ore 
Valley and 12 Clive Vale and Ore Village to be seperate areas as each are each side of the main road. Hillcrest, Ore 
Village, Clive Vale & Ore Valley should be no.11 together. The housing range for each area are inappropriate in an 
already overdeveloped area. 

Change to Plan 

Appear at exam?	 Yes Soundness Tests i, ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 







Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3928 - 987 - 5.59 - ii 

3928 Object 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas 5.59 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: 5.59 In August 2011, Government analysis found 51 beaches in England and Wales projected to fail new water quality 
standards to be introduced in 2015. Blighted sewage from storm overflows and other pollutants. Hastings and Bexhill
on-Sea on the list. Head of tourism, HBC, said: "The worst case scenario is that if the beach quality doesn't improve 
we'll put up signs telling people not to bathe". Laurence Bell of White Rock Hotel:"It'll be difficult but we must try. 
Horrified to see warning signs". Water quality standards requirements are overlooked in Hastings Local Plan The 
Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version. 

Summary: 5.59 In August 2011, Government analysis found 51 beaches in England and Wales projected to fail new water quality 
standards to be introduced in 2015. Blighted sewage from storm overflows and other pollutants. Hastings and Bexhill
on-Sea on the list. Head of tourism, HBC, said: "The worst case scenario is that if the beach quality doesn't improve 
we'll put up signs telling people not to bathe". Laurence Bell of White Rock Hotel:"It'll be difficult but we must try. 
Horrified to see warning signs". Water quality standards requirements are overlooked in Hastings Local Plan The 
Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version. 

Change to Plan More sound. 

Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3929 - 987 - 5.61 - ii 

3929 Object 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas	 5.61 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 5.61 In the film JAWS, they had to close the beach because of the great-white. Soon they'll be closing Bexhill and 
Hastings beaches because the sea is dirty. 

Summary:	 5.61 In the film JAWS, they had to close the beach because of the great-white. Soon they'll be closing Bexhill and 
Hastings beaches because the sea is dirty. 

Change to Plan	 More sound. 

Appear at exam?	 No Soundness Tests ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3930 - 987 - 5.71 - ii 

3930 Object 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas 5.71 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987] Agent: N/A 

Full Text: 5.71 9th June 2008 Simon Hubbard, Regeneration HBC, says consequences of the Jerwood Gallery: 
Council needs to raise £3-4m to deliver; 
let income will be lost from ending use as a car and coach park £130k pa; HBC agree Jerwood could operate without 
rates (£60-70k pa); 
Case needed be made showing scheme would address 
economic disadvantage. 

Building an art gallery on this site was the wrong thing to do, it does not represent 'Value for Money' for the people of 
Hastings. What seemed like a good way of burning off a wad of cash in 2007 doesn't look so clever now. 

Summary: 5.71 9th June 2008 Simon Hubbard, Regeneration HBC, says consequences of the Jerwood Gallery: 
Council needs to raise £3-4m to deliver; 
let income will be lost from ending use as a car and coach park £130k pa; HBC agree Jerwood could operate without 
rates (£60-70k pa); 
Case needed be made showing scheme would address 
economic disadvantage. 

Building an art gallery on this site was the wrong thing to do, it does not represent 'Value for Money' for the people of 
Hastings. What seemed like a good way of burning off a wad of cash in 2007 doesn't look so clever now. 

Change to Plan More sound. 

Appear at exam? No Soundness Tests ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 3932 - 987 - Policy FA6: Strategic Policy for the Seafront - i, ii, iii 

3932 Object 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas	 Policy FA6: Strategic Policy for the Seafront 

Respondent: Mr Roger Collyer [987]	 Agent: N/A 

Full Text:	 POLICY FA6: HBC Annual Plan details activities to be undertaken towards meeting 3-year goals. Meant to be 
monitored quarterly by Overview and Scrutiny Committee. Included in the Annual Plan 2007/2008: 'undertake external 
refurbishment works to Pelham Crescent'. Didn't happenn. No proposal is made to secure management of St Mary in 
the Castle. 
No mention of White Rock Theatre. 150 events and attracting 65,000 pa. Costs £500,000 pa management fees. 40% 
capacity for years. Plan to stage 80-100 events each year; quality will improve, audiences grow, costs reduce. 

Summary:	 POLICY FA6: HBC Annual Plan details activities to be undertaken towards meeting 3-year goals. Meant to be 
monitored quarterly by Overview and Scrutiny Committee. Included in the Annual Plan 2007/2008: 'undertake external 
refurbishment works to Pelham Crescent'. Didn't happenn. No proposal is made to secure management of St Mary in 
the Castle. 
No mention of White Rock Theatre. 150 events and attracting 65,000 pa. Costs £500,000 pa management fees. 40% 
capacity for years. Plan to stage 80-100 events each year; quality will improve, audiences grow, costs reduce. 

Change to Plan	 More sound. 

Appear at exam?	 No Soundness Tests i, ii, iii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 



Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
S - 4041 - 118 - Policy FA6: Strategic Policy for the Seafront - None 

4041 Support 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas Policy FA6: Strategic Policy for the Seafront 

Full Text: See attached. 

Respondent: Campaign for Better Transport East Sussex (Mr 
Derrick Coffee) [118] 

Agent: N/A 

Change to Plan 

Summary: 

N/A 

Generally support policy. 

Appear at exam? Not Specified Soundness Tests N/A 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 





Hastings Planning Strategy Proposed Submission Version 
O - 4042 - 118 - Policy FA6: Strategic Policy for the Seafront - ii 

4042 Object 
Part Three - Chapter 5: Spatial Areas Policy FA6: Strategic Policy for the Seafront 

Respondent:	 Campaign for Better Transport East Sussex (Mr Agent: N/A 
Derrick Coffee) [118] 

Full Text: See attached. 

Summary: Strongly object to part e. 

Change to Plan 

Appear at exam? Not Specified Soundness Tests ii 

Note: The composite reference number in the box at the top of the page is made up of the following information:Object/Support 
Representation Number - Respondent Number - Plan Reference - Soundness Tests (if applicable). 






